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SCHILLER'S RELIGION.

BY W. H. C.\KRUTH.

IM
view of the great changes which have taken place since Schil-

ler's death, both in religious thought and in the average stand-

point of the professional exponents of religion, a review of the

judgments of Schiller in this respect seems called for, and this the

more since it is reasonable to assume that no new material is now
likely to come to light either from the pen of Schiller himself or

from those of his competent contemporaries.

The labels "rationalist," "skeptic," "atheist," "deist," "infidel,"

which were once applied so freely and so indiscriminately to any

one who differed in religious opinion from those who applied the

labels, have changed their meaning or lost much of their reproach,

and need to be examined and readjusted, if not thrown into the

waste-basket altogether.

In the eighteenth century the doctrine "orthodoxy is my -doxy"

went so far as to deny the name of religion to any but the Christian

and ancient Hebrew faiths ; indeed the more zealous members of the

two great camps of Christendom inclined to deny the name to each

other, to Protestantism and Catholicism as the case might be. Christ-

ianity was religion : all other beliefs were "superstitions," "pagan-

ism," and their adherents "infidels." At the same time it was quite

common to confuse under the one common name of religion three

more or less distinct things: theology, or the theories about religion;

the Church, or the outzcard forms and institutions of religion: and

the personal life and walk of the individual, his relation to God.

Indeed it was rather the first two of these which were commonly

meant when religion was under discussion.

In his German Culture and Christianity, London, 1882, Joseph
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Gostwick says apologetically of Schiller: "As regards his unbelief,

he must be classed with the more respectable rationalists." And of

his middle life he says: "The poet, naturally a proud man, learned

to look down with contempt on everything that in his boyhood had

been believed." And as a sort of final judgment: "When the say-

ing is once more repeated that for Schiller independent culture

takes the place of religion, the truth of the conclusion is obvious,

though it may require some qualification." This qualification is

found in the statement at the end of the chapter on Schiller, that

"there may be found j^assages in his later prose writings to support

our opinion that near the close of his life he was led to think with

reverence of religion." This judgment of Gostwick's niav stand

as a fair sample of the conservative view of Schiller's religion, and

this by one who is partial to the ])oet and would fain count him as

a fellow-believer.

( )n the other hand, there have not Ijeen wanting genial and

charitable enthusiasts wIk) have claimed .*^chiller as inherently a

good Christian. Schlurick, for instance, in his Schiller mid die

Bihcl says: "lUit his heart was richly impregnated with the spirit

of the Bible and of Christianity." And R(jscher, in his Gcistlichc

Gcdankcii cincs Xatioiudidcoiioiiis. expresses the opinion that Schil-

ler "needed only to have his eyes opened {bcdiirftc inir ciiics klcincn

Sfarsticlics) in order to quicklv become a very good Christian."

It is hardly worth while to mention those suspicious orthodox of an

older day who accused Schiller of a secret leaning toward Catholi-

cism, or even of actual entrance into the mother Church, basing

their suspicions, of course, on the poet's seric^us and reverent treat-

ment of the Catholic rites in Maria Sfiiarf and Die JiiiiQ^fraii z'on

Orleans.

Judgments of this sort once become current and conventional

maintain themselves often for considerable peric^ds among people

who would by no means formulate them on their own account. Thus

the orthodox opinion of the eighteenth century concerning Schiller's

religion i)revailed to some extent throughout the nineteenth century

and is accepted to-da\- b\- those who are not disposed to re-examine

the judgments of the ])ast.

It is important to bear in mind, in considering Schiller's utter-

ances on the subject of religion, that he himself was in some meas-

ure a victim of this religious astigmatism, or. if not. that he used

the word religion frcM|rentl\- in the same partial senses as did his

contemporaries, in order to be understood by them.

Moreover, we must ourselves learn to distinguish between the
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poet's theoloj^ical spcculalioiis, his sympathetic ima^inint;s. and his

deep convictions, which are to he indj.;ed chieUx' hy his hfe. ."^o

i^reatly has the rehj^ious chniate of the present time chans^ed. that

the hfe seems now to he reiL^arded as ahnost the only reh^ious mani-

festation worth considering', if we may jnd.^'c from certain recent

biographies of Schiller, which al)stain from all reference to the

poet's religion distinctly as such.

Some light is thrown upon the religious development of I'^ied-

rich Schiller hv the religious conditions surrounding his )outh. llis

father and mother were sincerely pious adherents of the ofhcial

Lutheran Church. 'Jdiey do not seem to have taken any interest in

matters of doctrine. ( )n the contrary, their religion was a simple

matter of ohe\"ing the laws, worshiping their (iod, and ohserving

the rites of the Church. In this simple religion they reared their

children. The fact that lhe\- early destined Friedrich for the puli)it

is not so much a proof that the\' were exce])tionally devoted to the

spread of the Gospel as that they approved of the ministry as a safe

and useful calling. Young Friedrich's precocious predilection for

improvising i)ulpits out of chairs and preaching at his ])laymates is

sufficiently accounted for hy the fact that he knew his i)arents' wish

in the matter.

Under the intluence of Pastor Moser. a truly zealous and 1)e-

nignant soul, it ma}- well he that .^chiller's piety sent down some

roots into his youthful mind. Ihit at the age of ele\en he was

brought under the instruction of the shallow and bigoted Zilling.

whose insistence on the incomprehensible elements of the catechism

undoubtedly sowed the seeds of dissent in the breast of the child

he was preparing for confirmation. The unfavorable impression

caused by this official representative of religion was supported in

a positive way by the reading of Herder, Lessing, Rousseau, Men-
delssohn, and Garve's comments on Ferguson.

These i)hilosophical writers were the strongest intluence upon

.Schiller's thought from hi> fifteenth to his twentieth year. But

there is no reason to believe that the change to more liberal views

was accompanied by an\- deep spiritual convulsions, such as those

through which religious dissenters in Scotland or New hLngland

passed a generation later. Die Riiiibcr and Rcsii:;iiafioii show clearly

that he felt painfully the breach with the faith of his childhood.

But if ever he passed through a spiritual "slough of des])ond" it

was in the years T7S3 to T7(S". when his (kiubts were newest and

strongest and at the same time his outward circumstances most de-

pressing. Yet Schiller's enthusiastic and sanguine temperament
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seems to have prevented his ever sinking into the dejiths of "the

everlasting- Nay," or at least his tarrying there any length of time.

This was also due to the fact that the dogmas which he found

himself obliged to surrender had never been deeplv insisted on at

home, or by those he loved, as necessary to salvation.

The sources for a judgment of Schiller's religious convictions

must be: (i) The declarations of his contemporaries; (2) his own
writings

; (3) his life.

Of these the second and third are of vastly greater validity

and importance than the first. Moreover, the utterances of really

competent persons regarding Schiller's distinctly religious views

and convictions are singularl} scant, so far as I have been able to

investigate, excepting for his youth, when in the nature of the case

they are much less significant.

Of utterances by others regarding his religion, decidedly the

most distinct is that of Karoline von Wolzogen, in her Life of

Schiller:

"The universal significance of Christianity, the pure and holy personality

of its founder, the infinite profundity of Nature filled him with reverence,

which became more and more deep and sincere toward the end of his life.

Truth and love were the religion of his heart, its result the striving after the

purest things of earth and after the infinite and eternal—the true life of his

spirit—which, despite its short stay on earth, left in all souls that could ap-

preciate the higher life the conviction that few were ever nobler or had exer-

cised a richer and more enduring activity tlian he."

This might serve as a summary of all that we can accumulate

from Schiller's own utterances. Next to this stands the testimony

of the one man best fitted to judge calmly and well, Goethe: "This

Christ-spirit ( Tciidcu.::) was innate in Schiller. He touched nothing

common without ennobling it"—to Zelter (9, XI) 1830. This is

really better than the two beautiful lines of the Epilog rjuin Lied

7'on dcr Glocke:

"Denn hinter ihm, in wescnlosem Scheine

Lag, was uns alle bandigt, das Gemeine."

This utterance of Goethe's is a double tribute, and the fuller of

meaning for Schiller because Goethe was not wont to recognize or

to pay tribute to the Christ-ideal.

As against these judgments of two of the most competent con-

temporaries T know of practically no opposite opinion based upon

personal acquaintance with the man, but only such as arose in the

criticism of Schiller's works, such for instance as Stolberg's review
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of Die Cotter Grieehenlands in the Dctttsehcs M iiseiiiii. wluTiMii he

charges SchiUor with hlasphciiix. Ihil we are as Cduipetenl as anv

one to form an »)])ini()n tm the ])()et's puhhslied works, ami lu'nco

we need not consider these charges.

In atteni])ling to jndge of SchiUer's rehgion from his ])nhhshed

and written words we sliaH gronp these under ( i ) letters ; (21

essays and histories; (3) lyrics and l)allads: (41 dramas and prose

fiction. Translations may clearly be left out of accotmt.

Utterances found in the hrst two of these g"rou])s ma\' reason-

ably be taken at their face value, sul)ject to a few mincer deductions

to be mentioned later. L\rics and gnomic verse are much more

surely the genuine expression of the poet's thought than ballads.

In the ballad, especially when it is of a narrative or even dramatic

character, we must hesitate to identify the sentiments of the per-

sonages with those of the poet himself. Finally, for the dramas

and narrative fiction of the rules of interpretation must vary some-

what with the individual piece. In general, it may be safe to at-

tribute to the poet the sentiments of the nobler personages—those

who are plainly the poet's favorites. Karl Moor. Luise, Posa, j\Iax

Piccolomini. Maria Stuart. Paulct. Johanna—and to hold him guilt-

less of the sentiments expressed by the villains, such as Franz Moor,

von W'alther. Philipp, Gessler, and others. r>ut in the case of com-

monplace and colorless characters, and those made up of good and

evil, such as Fiesko, Don Karlos, Wallenstein. and the brothers in

Die Brant von Messina, it is questionable whether we are justified

in attributing any of their sentiments to the poet himself,—certainly

not if these sentiments are clearly in conflict with sentiments ex-

pressed by the poet when writing /// propria persona.

In saying this I do not ignore the fact that a man may harbor

and even express conflicting sentiments. But we may trust the more

permanent quality of those set down deliberatelv in letters and

essays and histories. The evidence of the dramas is g(^od when

confirmatory of these testimonies, doubtful wdien it conflicts with

them.

RELIGION.

On the subject of religion in general, apart from the s])ecia1

form of it which prevailed in his environment, Schiller has manv
serious thoughts, showing that he recognized it as one of the funda-

mental human institutions.

In a letter to Goschen, the publisher, 1792, touching a proposed

historv of the Reformation, he savs : "I should be very sorr\ to
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neglect this sj^lendid o])|)()rtunity to influence the whole nation in

its conception of religion and to hring ahout hy tliis single book

perhaps a profound revolution in matters of belief."

In the Letters to the Duke of Augustenl)urg on Aesthetic Edu-

cation it seems at times as though Schiller dreamed that the cult of

beauty was to displace religion. But it seeuTS to me that he aims

rather at ennobling religion l:)y the cult of beaut\' than at substitu-

ting the one for the other. "Just as the madman in lucid intervals

subjects himself voluntaril\- to bonds,—so we are under obligation

when free from the assaults of passion to bind ourselves bv religion

and c'esthetic culture....! have deliberatel)' put religion and taste

into the same class here, because both have the merit of serving as

a substitute for true virtue. . . .Religion is to the sensual man (the

man governed by his senses) what taste is to the refined man—taste

is for every-day life, religion is for extreme needs. We must cling

to one of these two supports, if not better to both, so long as we are

not gods." \'ery much the same thing is said in a letter to Goethe

about JVUhcbii Mcistcr, i/()C). Perhaps the same notion of religion,

as dominated 1)}' taste, is in his mind when in a letter to Goethe,

1803, al)out the approaching visit of jMadame de Stael, he says,

"But it will be a hard matter to portray our religion to her in French

j)hrases."

But that he did not intend to separate his cult of beauty from

the religion of his time is shown in a letter to Zelter, 1804, regarding

a proposed Academv of Art: "Few feel that it is high time to do

something for art, but it is possible to show everybody that the

condition of religion cannot remain as it is. .And since people are

ashamed to have religion themselves and want to jiass for emanci-

pated (aiifgckhirf) . we must be very glad if we can aid religion

through art. lierlin first lighted the torch of a rational religious

freedom in the dark da\s of superstition. X()w in the days of un-

belief a difi'erent glory is to be w(in without sacrificing the first:

let Berlin now add warmth to light and ennoble Protestantism, of

which she is destined to be the metropolis."

In the essay on Die ScJiaabiilinc als uuu-alischc Aiistalt bc-

trachtct, 1784, occur a number of reflections on the subject of the

service of the stage to religion, incidentally revealing the poet's

views of religion in general. "To the greater portion of mankind

religion is nothing if we take awa\' its sxmbols, its problems, if we

destrov its ]Mctures of heaven an<l hell, and yet these are mere

pictures of tlu- imagination, riddles without solution, scarecrows

and baits from the distance. ... h-ven before Nathan the few and
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Salatliu i1k' Saracfii put us lo shame and prcachocl to us tlio divine

doctrine that our de\'otion to ( lod is not dependent on our notions

about 1 lod. the sta^e had planted hunianitx and gentleness in our

hearts.'"

l-"roni tlie essay Join Erliabi'iicn 1 take tlie following': "The

(Hviintx . then. re])resented as a ])o\\er which is. indee(h ahle to

cancel our existence. l)ut which, while this existence is ours, can

exercise no control over the ])rocesses of our reason, is dxnaniicalh'

sublime—and oid\- that religion which .i;i\es us such a conception

of the di\init\ bears the stamp of sublimitw'"

( *f the more ])recise nature of his own relii^ion Schiller did

not write much. sa\'e tonchin;;' s])ecial doctrines and concrete appli-

cations. (See, howex'er, ]). 334.) Aside from the ])assa,L;(.'S already

quoted a few passages from the dramas show that it was to his mind

a pre:)found and elemental interest of all living creatures. It is

interesting' to recall that Schiller wrote Die luiiihcr. according to

his own Preface, ""to overthrow \ice and to a\enge religion, moral-

ity and civil laws n])on their enemies." The dramas are indeed full

of the elements of religion. /'(*// Karlos is dominated by God's

providence and W'iUiclui Tell b_\ 1 lis justice. l''erdinand, in Kabalc

mid Licbc, says: "df we can no longer ser\e (iocl in a tem]5le, the

night will Come with her inspiring awe. the moon with lur changes

will preach repentance, and a worshipful church of stars will join

us in prayer." \\'allenstein exclaims: "ddiere is religion in the

instincts of animals, and even the savage will not drink with tlie

victim into whose breast he is a1)()ut to thrust his knue." And Max
sa}s, also in ll'allcnstcin's 'I'od: "(

) even the fair, sweet promptings

of liosj)itality antl of loyal friendship are to the heart a sacred re-

ligion." This suggests an expression in a letter to Charlotte von

r.engefeld. 1787: "I shall build me an altar here where I can turn

ni}- face toward Rudolstadt, fr)r there is my religion and uiy

prophet."

Perhaps the best attempt to state his principles brielly is found

in a letter to l-lrhard, 1705- although he docs not call it a summary

of his religion: "Ardent for the idea of humanity, kind and humane

toward individual men, and indittcrent t(^ the race as a whole as 1

find it—that is my motto."

GOD.

From the letters of the poet's school years we learn that his

belief in God and a future life is strong, and that tliese are the chief

articles of his creed. To Boigeol, a schoolmate, who had accused
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hini of "feeling God only in poetry." which Schiller nnderstood to

l)e a charge of insincerity, he writes resenting the imputation, say-

ing that he has found "a higher friend, who will never fail me," to

compensate for the loss of Boigeol. This friend has "commanded

me to love you to all eternity," which he will accordingly do, though

for the present he proposes to "cut" him. To Captain von Hoven,

on the death of his son, Schiller's conu'ade, the poet writes con-

solatory phrases about "an eternally wise decree that controls our

days" and his hopes of another life, concluding: "These are not

conned commonplaces, but the true and genuine feelings of my
heart."

From many similar expressions at intervals through his life, I

select one from the year 1796, addressed to his father on the recov-

ery of his mother: "In such events I recognize a good Providence

that rules over us and my heart is most deeply stirred by it. May
Heaven preserve you and deal with us all much better than we can

at present hope!" Perhaps there is some ground for regarding

such expressions as this as pro forma,—not hypocritical, but such

as must be used to convey the desired impression to the parents.

But if there is one confidence which seems to be unclouded in

Schiller's soul, and which has a thousand supports in his poems

and dramas, it is the belief in a kind and ruling Providence.

The most explicit of Schiller's utterances on this head are found

in his various prose writings, notably in the Julius-Raphael Letters.

The Thcosophic dcs Julius, 1783-7 which indeed Julius (Schiller)

confesses has been somewhat undermined by Raphael (Korner),

is a sort of confession of faith, suffused with Spinozist, Platonic

pantheism. "The universe is a thought of God;. . . .it is the func-

tion of thinking beings to find again in this present whole the orig-

inal sketch ( the image of God )"... ."Harmony, truth, system,

beauty, excellence give me pleasure because they put me into the

active condition of their inventor, because they betray to me the

presence of a reasoning and feeling being and give me a hint of my
relation to this being.". . . ."Every coming spring yields me a com-

mentary and clue to the whole riddle of death and refutes my
anxious fears of an eternal sleep. . . .And so I understand the im-

manence of God."

"All the perfections of the universe are united in God. God

and Nature are two quantities which are precisely equal .... Nature

is an infinitely subdivided God. As in a prism a beam of white light

is split up into seven darker beams, so the divine Ego has split

himself u]) into numberless feeling substances. And as seven darker
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ra\'s nia\" ccimbiiu' ai^aiii into nuv clrar l)(.'ani, so tntni the reunion

of all these substances a (li\iue heini^' would emerge. . . .The attrac-

tion of tlie elements brought about the jihysical form of Nature.

The attraction of spirits. ... would needs finally jnit an vud to that

se])aration. or l)rin,i;' forth God. ."^uch an attraction is Lo\e. . . .

So Love is the ladder by which wx- momit to likeness with ( lod."

Later, in 17»)3. in the essa\ /'(';// lirliabcueii . we lin<l the follow-

in,o': "The divinity, conceived in all its omniscience, which ])ierces

all tlie windings of the human heart, in its holiness, which tolerates

no inijiure desire, and in its niiL^iit, which controls our jiliysical exist-

ence, is a fearful conception and can therefore become a sublime

conce]ition. We can have no physical guarantee as^ainst the o])e-

rations of this power because it is ecpially im])ossible for us to evade

or to resist it. Therefore there remains only moral certainty, which

we base upon the justice of this bein^" and upon oiu" own innocence.'"

Still later, 1797, in the well known poem. Die IJ'orfc dcs Glaii-

bciis. he expresses the same faith in a supreme ruler of the universe,

while we find also several confident utterances from an earlier period

in the hymn .-/;/ die freiide { 1785) and in some passacfes of Die

K Hustler ( 1789).

In the dramas the thought of God as the t^enius of justice re-

curs most frequently. Thus in Die Riiiiber. es])ecially in the mouth
of Pastor Moser, "The thought of God rouses a fearful neighbor,

whose name is 'judge.'
"

It is a matter of course that such personages as Maria Stuart,

Thekla, Johanna. Stauffacher. and Tell should express a firm and

constant belief in the support of Providence. If their utterances

were all we had to judge by we luight question their value as evi-

dence for Schiller's own views. But inasmuch as they are in har-

mony with his views ex])ressed elsewhere, and in view of the quan-

tity and quality of them,* they deserve consideration. Especially

in IVilhebn Tell are the expressions of faith in the justice of God
noteworthy. "There lives a God to punish and avenge." "Oh. the

decrees of God are surely just!" "Then I believe God would not

let you fall, but show his favor to the righteous cause." "But God
is everywhere when justice calls, and all we stand beneath His

sheltering sky."

Something is fairly to be inferred from the absence in these

* See a complete collection of these evidences in my paper. The Religion

of Friedrich Schiller, in the Publications of the Modern Language Association

of America, XIX, 4.
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dramas of certain features of Christian doctrine, such as the trin-

ity, atonement, etc.

CHRISTIANITY.

In considering Schiller's attitude toward Christianity it will

he necessary to distinguish between pure Christianity—the life and

precepts of Christ—and historical Christianity—the organized

Church and the hierarchy. Of the first Schiller had a high opinion.

In a letter to Goethe, 1795. he says: "It seems to me that too little

has yet been said about the peculiar character of the Christian reli-

gion and of Christian religious fervor;. . . .that it has not yet been

fully expressed what this religion may be to a sensitive soul, or

rather what a sensitive soul can make of it." And later in the same

letter: "I find in the Christian religion the potentiality of all that

is noblest and best ; and the various manifestations of it in life

seem to me to be so repellant and foolish merely because they are

a blundering exposition of this highest. If we look for the distin-

guishing characteristic of Christianity, the one that distinguishes

it from all other monotheistic religions, we find that it lies precisely

in the suspension of the law, or of the Kantian imperative, in the

place of which Christianity wishes to see established a voluntary

and loving consent. It is, therefore, in its pure form a manifestation

of beautiful morality, or of the incarnation of the Holy, and in this

sense the only ccsthetic religion."

In spite of this declaration, Schiller wrote almost no poems

inspired by an\- distinctively Christian sentiment. One exception

is Die Johainiifer.

In Schiller's inaugural address as professor of history in Jena,

JJuis Jicissf ujui ;~// wclchcui Eiidc studicrt man Univcrsol (^cscluchtc?

are several strong expressions and im])lications regarding Cliris-

tianity, though it may be claimed that ])ublic policy dictated them

in view of the exceptional occasion. r>ut there is little room to

doubt that Schiller was sincere in his high regard for the ideal

Christianity, "b^ven our religion, distorted as it is by the faithless

hands that have transmitted it to us, who can fail to recognize in

it the ennobling infiuence of the better philosophy?" "In order

that we might meet here as Christians, it was necessary that this

religion be prepared by innumcral)le revolutions." "The Christian

religion has such a manifold relation to the present condition of the

world that its a])pearance is the most important fact in the history

of the world. Rut neither in the time when it ap]ieared nor in the
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po(tplo aiiiiiii^' wlidiii it orii^inatrd is llicrc to lic iiiuml. froni lack ni

sources, a satisfacton- c.\])lanati(>n <if iis a])i)carancc."

Sentiinents of devout Chrislianit\ aud C'alholicism in tlic nmutli

of johainia or of Maria Sluart arc of course no evidence that Schiller

held the same poiiu of \'iew. and need not he cited, ^"et. the scanti-

ness of doctrinal rtterauces iriini even sr.ch characters has a certain

ne^'ative value in iuter])retini;" the poet.

But when we ttu'u to expressions of (Iisai)pro\al of the organ-

ized Church, exjiressious which uu'^ht easih' he mistaken for Chris-

tianity f'cr Si\ we find an ahuudance of material, the distrust of the

hierarchy not hein<;" limited to any particular confession. A letter

to Hans von \\olzoi4"en. 1783, reters to the misfortunes of an ex-

C'atholic ]:)riest. "a living' example of how nuich mischief the priests

can do."" In a letter to l\("irner. T7S7. re^i'ardiuQ" Herder's sermon,

which he had just heard: '"lUit 1 must confess to Xim frankh- that

no ])reaching' appeals to me. Sermons are for the common man.

Idle intellectual man who defends them is either narrow, a visionary

or a hyjiocrite." A nrmher of letters contain gentle raillerv upon

his own or his friends' lack of Christianit}'. "I'or a loui;' time the

stead}- decline of true Christianity in the Lengefeld familv lias lain

u])on my Cdudstian heart Tike a hundred jjound weight." His work

iMi Dcr (icisfcrsclicr 'dias almost luisettled my Christianity, which

as you know not all the powers of hell have been ahle to shake."

A'i>u I Charlotte and Karoline) are hej^inninQ- with the l)elief in

sympathy and will end hy Ijecominii- Christians. I shudder at the

prospect." To Xiethammer: "Hea\-en ^grant that no Wiirtemherg-

pulpit take _\ou from us prematurely. That would not he calculated

to reconcile me to Christianit}- i iJciii lichen Cliristciifiiiii) . which.

inter nos. lias .so little more to lose with me" (1701). To Ki'n-ner.

170^3 : "Piut T doubt very much whether Kant has done well to suj)-

port the Christian relii^iou with i)hiloso])hical ar;.;uments. All that

can be e.x])ected from the well known character of the defenders

of (the Christian) reliiiion is that they will acce}:)t the su])port Init

reject the philosophical reasoning, and Kant will have accom])lished

nothing but to have patched tip the crumbling structure of folly."

In the essay Die Seluiubiihne als nioralische .-Inslalf bctraehtet

.

occurs tliis passage at the same time praising piu'c Christianit}' and

condemning the abuse of it by the hierarchy: "The religi'in of

Chri.st was the warcrv when .\merica was de])0pulatecl. Damiens

and Ravaillac murdered to glorif}- the religion of Christ, and

Charles IX in Paris fired u])ou the fleeing Huguenots. Put who

would dream of charging up to the gentk'st of all religions an out-
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rag'e which the rudest animalism would solemnly abjure!" From
the Abfall dcr Nicdcrlandc a number of passages attest the same

attitude. "Charles V, who in this great religious division had taken

the side which a despot could not fail to take." "The clergy had

always been a support of the royal ])ower, and could not be other-

wise. Their golden age always coincided with the servitude of the

human mind, and like royalty we see them derive their harvest from

stupidity and sensuality."

Unwarranted concern was aroused hy Die Goffer G^'iecJienlands.

It is a comparison of ideal Greek religion with a distorted concep-

tion of Christianity—the Christianity of asceticism (see the letter

to Korner on this subject).

Of the dramas Die Riiuber alone contains similar attacks on

the organized Church, although it is professedly written in defence

of true religion.

IMMORTALITY.

On the various details of the popular creeds Schiller scarcely

touches at all. Indeed one might well derive from his silence a fair

notion of the non-essentials in religion. Only on the subject of im-

mortality do we find abundant utterance. In the main this utterance

implies or distinctly expresses a belief in, or a hope for, personal

immortality. In some cases there is a distinct doubt of this, or the

expression of a diiTerent ideal of immortal life.

In his earlier letters, as that to Captain von Hoven on the death

of the latter's son, the attempt to comfort makes a belief in immor-

tality almost perfunctory. On the other hand, in letters to W. von

Wolzogen regardng his mother's death and in others regarding

his own and his mother's ill health there is a notable absence of

allusion to a future life. On the death of his father the only ex-

pression on this head is rather non-committal: 'Tt is well with him."

To W. von Humboldt on the death of the latter's son he writes

:

"I know of no consolation but that which time will bring."

While the poem Resignafion contains the most magnificent de-

nial of immortality to be found anywhere in literature, other writ-

ings of about the same time strike the opposite chord. For instance

:

"Life's counterfeit, by Hope, the fair deceiver,

Embalmed with Death to lie

!

Time's bloodless mummy, niched in tombs forever,

Wliich the crazed fancy of delirious fever

Calls Immortality

!
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"Death has been silent for six thousand years;

Nor from the grave one corpse to living ears

Of the Requitcr told."

On the (ttluT hand, certain lines from the llicosopJi'c dcs Julius.

the hvmn ./;/ die Frciidc, and Die Klaa^c dcr Ceres are worthy of

consideration.

Several earlier poems. Eiiic Leieluviphaiifasie and Elci^ie anf

den Tod ei)ics Jiiiigliiigs, are very pronounced in their definite be-

lief in resurrection, but are perhaps not so valid as later utterances.

Of later poems amon^' the finest (for tliere are many) is the familiar

passa.G:e from Das Lied ivii dcr Glockc. And still more positive is

the tone of the whole poem. Die Hoffniing.

Here and there occurs an expression with a less certain note,

as in the inaugural address: "To every person with talents there is

open a path to immortality—I mean to the true immortality, in

which the deed lives and hastens onward e\en though the name of

the performer be left behind." And with this c^oes the famous dis-

tich on Iiiiiiiorfality:

"Fearest thou death, and wislicst forever to live?

Live in the Whole, it will last when thou long art dust."

The dramas are full of beatitiftil passages bearing" a belief in

])ersonal immortality.

PRAYER.

It is clear from a letter to Korner. 1788. that Schiller did not

indulge in formal prayer: 'Tf I could pray I wotild include \(m in

mv prayers." And this notwithstanding such expressions as the

following: "Tell my mother that I sympathize deeply with her in

her sufiferings and am sending my best wishes to Heaven for her."

Rtit if we raise the question of the true meaning and valtte of prayer,

who shall set himself up to judge against such devout thoughts as

this?

THE BIBLE.

While in Die Koitber Schiller professes indignation against

those who assail the noble simplicity of the Scri|)ttires. in a letter

to Goethe, 1787. he says: "T must confess that I ap])roach these

records with such a lack of faith on all historical points that }our

doubts regarding a single point seem to me to be very reasonable.

To me the Bible only is true where it is naive : in all the rest, which

is written with actual consciousness, I suspect a purpose and a later
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origin." While this is far from the standpoint of modern criticism,

it leaves no doubt that Schiller did not accei)t the Bible as an ex-

ceptionally inspired or infallible book.

CREED.

If we look for condensed expressions of Schiller's faith, aside

from those alread\" incidentally quoted, we may well consider these:

"I confess frankly, I bclie^e in the actuality of unselfish love. I am
lost if there is no such thing; I surrender (^od, immortalty, and vir-

tue. I have no longer any evidence for these hopes if I cease to

believe in love."—b^rom the Tlicosopliic dcs Julius. And from a

letter to Korner, 1787: "I have but one norm for morality, and that,

I believe, the severest : Ts the act \\ hich I am about to perform good

or bad for the world if it should become universal." This is but a

modification of Kant's familiar rule, and, after all, but an abstract

formulation of the Golden Rule of Jesus.

Finallv the fanious and somewhat hackue\ed Die JJ'ortc ilcs

Glaubcjis, in \\hich the "three words," or essentials of Schiller's

faith, are Lil)erty, \ irtu.e, and God. The final stanza makes tne

a])peal

:

"Hold fast these three words of behcf, and about

From lip unto hp, full of thouglit, let thcni llec ;

They take not their hirth from the being without.

But a \oice from within will their oracle be;

And ne\er in man will all true w<irlh be o'er

Till in these three words he believes no more."

Julian .Schmidt in ScliiUcr mid seine Zeifi:,eiii)ssen. expresses

doubts of the sincerity of Schiller's sentiments in the TJieosopkic

des Julius, finding there only beautiful pictures, more ])oetic imagi-

nation than overwhelming love of truth. Idms Schmidt repeats

the reproach made to the youthful poet by his schoolmate Boigeol

(]:)age ^^2/). But it seems to me that this criticism suffers from a

painful misconce])tion of llu' inherent nature of religion. A theos-

ophy is a philosophy of the universe, and it is not yet religion. It

may be a very im])ortant basis of religion, or again it may merely

be abstracted from religion, l)ut it is not itself religion. As Matthew

Arnold defined religion to be "morality touched with emotion," so

from another side of the same subject, one may define religion as

theosophv touched with emotion. Emotion is at least an essential

factor of religion.

In one way I regard Schiller's poems as a better evidence for
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his relii^iou than all his philosophical letters and (lisijnisitions, and

for this verv reason: in the jiocins we tind his ])liil()sophical s])ecn-

lations tonched with emotion, and this \-ery fact proNes that the\-

were sincere, this fact makes them relii;i( )us.

While Schiller sometimes s])eaks with sn>picion or e\en with

hostilit\' of "relij^ion."' it is ([nite easy to see in such cases that he

has in mind the hierarclu" or some certain outward religions organi-

zation. His famous epigram,

"What my rcliLjioii ? Of thl)^e' iliat llmu name^t iinno

;

The reason tliou askest? 'Tis easy: Because I've religion,"'

shows how keenlv the poet distinouished hetween tlu' s|)irit and the

form of relii^ion.

Relig'ion was for Schiller: the lonj^iuL;' and the strivini^ for

harnionx' with the spirit and tendency of the universe. This essence

of all relii^ion he embraced with a fervor and a dee]) re\erence not

exceeded 1>\ the most pronounced devotees of any sect.

From Schiller's letters and his various essays and histories

alone we may then derive his views on the elements of religion

and the various phases of religion as follows

:

Schiller rejectetl i)ractically the whole theological system of

the L'hurch as he understood it. and. very explicitly:

All impeachments of the law-fuU-ness of the Universe, includ-

ing Special Revelation, the inspiration and peculiar anth(jrity of the

Rihle, the exceptional di\inity of Jesus, his miraculous origin and

deeds, and especial providences.

He distrusted religious organizations of all kinds, fearing their

tendency to fetter the human si)irit. whereas he found the very life

of the spirit to consist in the liberty to discover and assimilate the

will of God. Hence he avoided and to some extent antagonized

the hierarch}-, the clergy. ])ublic worship, and all rites and cere-

monies.

And from these sources, supported b}" the evidence of his

poems and dramas, we find that his religious sentiment, far from

being simplv negative, was deep and reverent and sincere. The

one simple couplet, Mei)i Lilaubc. shows why he stood apart from

the religious organizations of his day. And while the poet's rev-

erent spirit shunned the fornnilation of a credo, the foregoing

extracts from his writings afford ample basis for declaring that he

held the following lieliefs in a more or less positive way:

He believed steadfastlw \\\i\\ no more hesitation and inter-

mission than many a patriarch and saint, in one All-good, All-
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wise, All-knowing, Loving Power, immanent in the Universe, and

especially in man.

He believed in \'irtue snpremely and trusted the Inner Voice,

its monitor, holding virtue to be the harmonious adaptation of the

individual's will to the will of God as revealed in the laws and his-

tory of the universe and in the heart of man.

He believed with a strong faith in Immortality, wavering some-

times as to the persistence of the individual consciousness, and re-

jecting all attempts to locate and condition the future state.

He believed in the Brotherhood of man, and trusted man as

the image of God on earth.

He recognized the greatness of Jesus of Nazareth and revered

his ethics and his life.

He recognized the immense service to mankind of the Christian

religion.

He was intensely reverent toward all that was good and beauti-

ful, and worshiped sincerely in his own way, which was, indeed,

not the way of the Church.

But for one who was so inherently religious in the very fibre

and marrow of his being, the atempts to demonstrate his religion

seem bare and dead. It is a case of the letter that killeth.

Schiller had a true feeling in his youth when he believed him-

self called to preach. And in fact he did not forsake the calling,

but chose only a wider and freer pulpit than the Church at that time

afforded him. Every one who approached Schiller closely in life

or in his writings was impressed with this sense of his priestly and

prophetic character, using the words in their best sense. So true

is this, that one oi the chief criticisms of Schiller's work, on the part

of those who hold that the artist must love beauty for beauty's sake

alone, has been this tendency to preach.

For my own ])art, the beauty of outward Nature, the beauty

of truth, and the beauty of holiness seem to me but varying mani-

festations of the one Beauty. A complete religion will ignore none

of them, though apparently it will dwell more and more on the

beauty of virtue. The supreme poet will ever be near to the priest,

and I cannot find their alliance a reproach to either.

From the standpoint of the enlightened thought of the twentieth

century Schiller was without question a deeply religious man, and all

of his writings no less than his life bear testimony to the fact.
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ILO\^E to read about llio oM-tinic conjurers, tlic contemi-KM-.-iries

of Robert-Houdin. or bis !!iiiiH'(bate successors. Literature on

tlic subject is very sparse indeed. In bis luemoirs, Houcb'n j^iN'es us a

few tbunibnail sketclies of bis rivals in tbe nixstic art. and tlien (bs-

misses tbcni witb a kindly, J 'ale. Tde bas sonietbinf;' to sa\' about

Rosco's personal ai)pearance and ;)erformances. but makes no men-

tion of tbe romantic incidents in tbe ^reat mai^ician's career. I sball

try in tbis paper to sketcli tbe lives of some of tbese men. basin*;- mv
information on rare brochures contained in tbe bdlison T.ibrarw and

from information picked u]) by Mr. Harrv TToudini in Euroi)e. Tbe

gTcat encyclopedic dictionar\- of Larousse—a monument of Frencb

erudition—contains sometliiny about f^liilipjie. r\o1)in and Comte.

Mr. Ellis Stanyon. a conjurer of London, and autbor of several val-

uable little treatises on magic. ba.> kindlx' furnisbe<l me witb inter-

esting data: tbe files of old newspa]iers in tbe Ibdtisb Museum, and

tbe Library of Congress bave also l)een drawn n])on. Let us begin

witb

COMTE.

Louis Apolbnaire Comte was a magician of great skill, a mimic

and ventriloquist. He was born in deneva. Switzerland, fnni' 22.

1788, and died at Rueil. Frince. .\ovember 25, i85(). ( )n one occa-

sion be was denounced l)y s(Mne sr,])erstitious v^wiss peasants as a

sorcerer, set upon and beaten witb clubs, and was about to be tbrown

into a lime kiln. His ventrilocpiial powers saved bis life. Lie caused

demoniacal voices to proceed from tbe kiln., wbereupon bis torment-

ers fled from tbe spot in affrigbt. imagining tbat tln'\- were addressed

by tbe Powers of Darkness.

Wben summoned to appear before T^ouis XX'TIL at tbe palace

of tbe Tuilleries, Comte arranged a clever mystification to amuse
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his royal patron. During the course of the entertainment he request-

ed the king to select a card from a pack. By his address, he caused

the monarch to draw the king of hearts. Placing the card in a

pistol. Comte fired it at a houquet of flowers on a table, declaring

that the pasteboard would appear in the bouquet. Immediately, a

bust of the king was seen among the flowers.

"What does this mean?" said Louis X\^III, with a sarcastic

smile. "I fancy, sir, your trick has not ended as you stated."

"I beg your Majesty's pardon," Comte replied, with a profound

bow. "I have quite kept my promise. I pledged myself that the

king of hearts should appear in that bouquet of flowers, and I ap-

peal to all Frenchmen whether thai bust does not represent tJtc king

of a! I li carts."

The experiment was applauded to the echo by those present.

The Royal Journal of the 20th of December, 1814. thus describes

the affair:

"The whole audience cxclainicd in reply to IM. Comte. 'We rec-

ognize him—it is he—the king of all hearts ! the beloved of the

French—of the whole imiverse—Louis XV^IIT, the august great-

grandson of Henri Quatre?'

"The king, much afifected by these warm acclamations, compli-

mented M. Comte on his skill.

" 'It would be a pity,' he said to him, 'to order such a talented

sorcerer to be burnt alive. You have caused us too much pleasure

for us to cause }OU pain. Live many years, for yourself in the first

place, and then for us.'
"

Comte was an adept at the art of flattery. Perhaps all the while,

he and the fickle courtiers of the Tuilleries were secretly laughing at

the poor old Bourbon king, the scion of a race that had all but ruined

France, and were wishing back from Elba that Tlnmderbolt of W^ar

—Napoleon the Great.

Comte was made a Chevalier of the Legion of Honor by Louis

Philippe.

PHILIPPE.

Philippe Talon was born at Alais, near Nimes (France). He
carried on the trade of confectioner first in Paris, afterwards in

Aberdeen, Scotland. Failing to make a success of the sugar busi-

ness, he adopted conjuring as a profession, and was remarkably suc-

cessful. He was assisted by a young Scotchman named Macalister,

who on the stage appeared as a negro, "Domingo." Macalister, a

clever mechanic, invented many of the best things in Philippe's rep-
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crtoirc. From some Chinese juii-i;-lers. Pliilijipe learned the i^old-

fish trick and the Chinese rings. With these e;ii)ital experiments ad-

ded to his prog:ramme, he repaired to Taris. in 1841, and made a

great hit. Ilahited like a Chinaman, he perfornud them in a scene

called "A festival of a Palace in Nankin." The tish trick he ostenta-

tiously named "Neptune's Basins, or the Gold Fish." The howls of

water containing the fish he produced fron.i shawls while 4anding

IIF.XRV ROIUX.

on a low tahle. He followed this with a producticin of rahhits. pii

eons, ducks, chickens, etc.

ROBIX.

Rohin, the celehrated prestidigitateur. was horn in Holland

about 1805, and died in Paris in 1S74. His little theatre on the

Jjoulevard du Temple was the scene of some of the finest exhibitions

of conjuring. Robin was a man of considerable attainment'^ in the
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science of optics. He revived Robertson's ghost show with immense

success, adding to it the latest effects, such as Pepper's ilhisions.

When the Davenj^ort I'rothers. pretended spirituaHsts, came to Paris,

Robin (hipHcated all their tricks at his theatre. Fie did much to dis-

credit the charlatans. About 1869 he gave up his theatre, and be-

came the proprietor of a hotel on the Boulevard Mazas. For several

years he conducted a journal called the Alnianach illustrc de Cag-

Ustro. He is the author of two works on magic : Histoirc dcs spec-

tres vhaiits et impalpahlcs. and Secrets de la physique amnsantc,

Paris, 1864.

B( )SC0.

I look again into the magic mirror of the past. Who is this

))()rtly figure enveloped in a be-frogged military cloak? He has the

mobile visage of an Italian. There is an air of pomposity about

him. His eyes are bold and ]:)iercing. He has something of the ap-

pearance of a Russian nobleman, or general under the Empire. Ah,

that is the renowned Bosco, the conjurer!

Bartolomeo Bosco had an adventurous career. He was born in

Turin, Italy, January 11, 1793. He came of a no1)le family of Peid-

mont. At the age of nineteen he was one of the victims caught in the

meshes of the great militar\' drag-net of Napoleon I. that fisher for

men. In other words, he became "food for powder" in the Russian

campaign of the Emi)eror of France. He was a fusilier in the nth in-

fantry of the line. At the battle of Borodino, in an encounter with

Cossacks, Bosco was badly wounded in the side by a lance, and fell

upon the ground. A son of the Cossack lancer who had wounded

him, dismounted and began to rifle his pockets. Like all soldiers on

a campaign, Bosco carried his fortune with him. It did not amount

to very much: a watch, a keepsake from a sweetheart, a few gold

pieces, a tobacco pouch, etc. Fearing to receive the coup de (:^raee

from his enemw he pretended to be dead. But on realizing that if

he were robbed of his money he would be left destitute in the world,

lie put his abilities as a conjurer to work and dexterously picked the

Cossack's pocket of a well-filled ])urse. It was a case of Greek ineet-

ing Greek. The Russian, grumbling, perhaps, at the paucity of his

ill-gotten ])lunder, finally mounted his horse and rode away after his

comrades, to discover later on that he had been done and by a

corpse. Later in the day Bosco was picked up from the battlefield

by the Russian medical corps, and his wounds treated. He was sent

a captive to vSil)eria, near the town of Tol)olsk. His talent for es-

cauiotage served him well. The long winter evenings of his captiv-
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itv when the snow lay deep upon the. earth, and the wind howled

about the prison walls, were spent by him either amusing- his jailors

or his fellow-soldiers. He sometimes gave exhibitions of his skill

before the high officials of the ]ilace. thereby picking up consideral)le

monev. He spent his earnings generously upon his poorer brethren.

4^,y^u ''

BOSCO.

(From a rare engraving in the possession of Dr. Sarain R. Elli-

son, New York City.)

Finally, in April, 1814. he was released. He returned to Italy, to

the great delight of his friends, and became a professional conjurer.

Bosco was a wonderful performer of the cup-and-ball trick. Pie

also possessed great skill with cards and coins. He traveled all over
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Europe. He gave an exhibition ])efore Marie Louise, the widow of

Napoleon I, on the 27th of April, 1836. His sonorous, bizarre name
has become a byword in France for deception, whether in conjuring

or politics. The statesman Thiers was called the "Bosco of the Tri-

bune." Many of Bartolomeo Bosco's imitators assumed his cogno-

men. At the present day there is a French magician touring the

music halls of Europe, who calls hiimsclf Bosco. The original Bos-

co, like Alexander Herrmann, was in the habit of advertising him-

self by giving impromptu exhibitions of his skill in cafes, stage

coaches, hotels, etc. He was wonderfully clever at this. A Parisian

newspaper thus announced one of his entertainments: "The famous

Bosco, who can conjure away a house as easily as a nutmeg, is about

to give his performances at Paris, in which some miraculous tricks

will be executed." This illusion to the nutmeg has reference to the

magician's cup-and-ball trick ; nutmegs frequently being used in-

stead of cork balls. Houdin describes Bosco's stage as follows

:

"I entered the little theatre and took my seat. According to the

idea I had formed of a magician's laboratory, I expected to find my-

self before a curtain whose large folds, when withdrawn, would dis-

play before my dazzled eyes a brilliant stage ornamented with appa-

ratus worthy of the celebrit}' announced ; but my illusions on this sub-

ject soon faded away.

"A curtain had been considered superfluous, and the stage was

open. Before me was a long three-storied sideboard, entirely covered

with black serge. This lugubrious buiTet was adorned with a num-

ber of wax candles, among which glistened the apparatus. At the

topmost point of this strange cta<^crc was a death's-head, much sur-

prised, I have no doubt, at finding itself at such a festival, and it

quite produced the efifect of a funeral service.

"In front of the stage, and near the spectators, was a table cov-

ered by a brown cloth, reaching to the ground, on which five brass

cups were symmetrically arranged. Finally, above this table hung a

copper ball, which strangely excited my curiosity.

"For the life of me I could not imagine what this was for, so

I determined to wait till Bosco came to explain it. The silvery

sound of a small bell put an end to my reverie, and Bosco appeared

upon the stage.

"The artiste wore a little black velvet jacket, fastened round the

waist by a leathern belt of the same color. His sleeves were exces-

sively short, and displayed a handsome arm. He had on loose black

trousers, ornamented at the l)ottom with a ruche of lace, and a large
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white collar round his nock. This strange attire bore considerable

resemblance to the classical costume of the Scapins in our pla}s.

"After making" a majestic bow to his audience, the celebrated

conjurer walked silently and with measured steps up to the famous

copper ball. After convincing himself it was solidly hung, he took

up his wand, which he wiped with a white handkerchief, as if to re-

HOUDIXI Al- THE GRAVK OF BOSCO.

(From a plmtograpli in the possession of Dr. Saram R. Ellison,

Xew York Citv.)

move any foreign intluence ; then, with imperturbable gravity, he

struck the ball thrice with it, pronouncing, amid the most solemn

silence, this imperious sentence : Spiriti mci iiifcrnali, obcditc.

"I, like a simpleton, scarce breathed in my expectation of some
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miraculous result, hut it was only an innocent pleasantry, a simple

introduction to the performance with the cups."

After many wanderings Bartolomeo Bosco laid down his magic

wand forever in Dresden, March 2, 1862 ; he lies buried in a cem-

etery just outside of that city. Mr. Harry Houdini, the American

conjurer, discovered his grave on October 23, 1903. Upon the tomb-

stone is carved the insignia of Bosco's profession—a cup-and-ball,

and a wand. They are surmounted by a wreath of laurel. Says Mr.

Houdini: "I found the head of the wand missing. Looking into

the tall grass nearby I found the broken tip." This he presented

to Dr. Saram R. Ellison, of New York. Bosco's tombstone bears

the following inscription: Ice repose le celebre Bartolomeo Bosco:

Ne a Turin le 11 Janvier i^Qs: dccede a Dresden, le 2 Mars, 1862.

ANDERSON.

One of the most celebrated English magicians was John Henry

Anderson, the far-famed "Wizard of the North." He was born in

Aberdeenshire. Scotland. Early in 1840 he came to London, and

made a hit at the Strand Theatre with his gun trick and other il-

lusions. Besides being a conjurer. Anderson was a clever actor, and

often appeared in melodrama. He displayed a great collection of

apparatus, which he described as "a most gorgeous and costly ap-

paratus of solid silver, the mysterious mechanical construction of

which is upon a secret principle, hitherto unknown in Europe." He
claimed to have been the inventor of the gun trick, but this was not

so, as Torrini and others exhibited it on the Continent in the latter

part of the i8th century. All that Anderson did was to invent his

own peculiar method of working the illusion. "The extraordinary

mystery of the trick." he said, "is not effected by the aid of any ac-

complice, or bv inserting a tube in the muzzle of the gun. or by

other conceivable devices (as the ]/ul)lic frequently, and in some in-

stances, correctly imagine), but any gentleman may really load the

gun in the usual manner, inserting, himself, a marked real leaden

ball! The gun being then fired off at the Wizard, he will instantly

produce and exhibit the same bullet in his hand." The bullet, how-

ever, was not a genuine leaden ball, but one comjiosed of an amal-

gam of tin foil and quicksilver, which is as heavy as lead, but is

broken into bits and dispersed in firing. He once plaved at a pri-

vate engagement at the Winter Palace, St. Petersburg, before the

Czar Nicholas and a brilliant audience of Grand Dukes and Grand

Duchesses. His exhibition of second sight was a remarkable one.
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He was asked by the Czar to describe the watch lie had in his

pocket. To the ]ir()f(nin(l astonishiinent of the l^iiponir. Anderson

announced that it was encircled with one liuiKh-ed and twenlx- bril-

Hants around its face, and a ])ortr'iit on enamel of the Kniperor Paul

at the back. He also said that the watch carried by the hjn])ress

did not go, which was a fact, it beins^- a ver\- old one, a relic of Peter

STRAI^D THEATRE.
PROFESSOR

ASTQIISHIM SOIREESJimERIEUSES
LegltlmaLo Wonders of the Nineteenth Centuryl

HEW WOIIDEBS OF DEM01»0LI}6Y, WITCHCBAFT, AUD MA6IC!

Thia Evening, Uonday, Jan. 8th, »l during the Week,

'5UlmtDlUif »r Ut Psllary tf tthsit, ^rcn
1^11

roU MUST POSITIVELY NAKfilOlK^PilOrKJOR ANDERSON'S

THE SREATEST^WONDER.TSiAGE!
Tbt EHCHAKTED BAJIDKEBCHIEFS,

. .T*' ""V!^
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Return from Elba." It was of gigantic size. Houdin describes it

and otber advertising" schemes as follows :

"In the foreground Anderson was seen affecting the attitude

of the great man ; above his head fluttered an enormous banner,

bearing the \vords 'The Wonder of the World,' while, behind him,

and somewhat lost in the sliade, the Emperor of Russia and sev-

eral other monarchs stood in a respectful posture. As in the orig-

inal picture, the fanatic admirers of the Wizard embraced his knees,

while an immense crowd received him triumphantly. In the dis-

tance could be seen the equestrian statue of the Iron Duke, wlio,

hat in hand, bowed before him, the Great Wizard; and, lastly, the

very dome of St. Paul's bent towards him most humbly.

"At the bottom was the inscription,

"rkturn of the napoleon of necromancy."

"Regarded seriously, this picture would be found a puff in very

bad taste ; but, as a caricature, it is excessively comic. Besides, it

had the double result of making the London public laugh, and bring-

ing a great number of shillings into the skillful puff'er's pockets.

"When Anderson is about to leave a town where he has ex-

hausted all his resources, and has nothing more to hope, he still

contrives to make one more enormous haul.

"He orders from the first jeweller in the town a silver vase,

worth twenty or twenty-five pounds ; he hires, for one evening only,

the largest theatre or room in the town, and announces that in the

Wizard's parting perf(Trmance the spectators will compete to make

the best pun.

"The silver vase is to be the prize of the victor.

"A jury is chosen among the chief peo])le of the town to de-

decide with the public on the merits of each pun.

"It is agreed that they will applaud if they think a pun good;

they wdll sav nothing to a passable one, but groan at a bad one.

"The room is always crowded, for peo]ile come less to see the

performance, which they know by heart, than to display their wit

publicly. Each makes his jest, and receives a greeting more or less

favorable ; and, lastly, the vase is decreed to the cleverest among

them.

"Anv other than Anderson would be satisfied with the enor-

mous receipts his performance produces ; but the Great Wizard of

the North has not finished yet. Before the audience leaves the

house he states that a short-hand writer had 1)een hired by him to
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take down all the ])Uiis. ami that the\' will he puhlished as a Miscel-

laiiw

"As each speetatcn" who has made a joke \\kv>~ to see it in print,

he pnrehases a copy oi the book for a shillinL;'. An idea of the nnm-

ber of these copies may ])e formed from the nnniher of puns they

contain. I have one of these hooks in my ijossession. ])rinted in

Glass^ow in 1850. in which there.' are 1(m)[ of these faceti;e."

Anderson died in [8O5, having' made and lost several fortunes.

(Hher conjurers of this period are Jacolxs, Doblcr. Frikell, Dr.

L\'nn, and the elder Herrmann, h'n'kell was horn in 1S18, at Scopio,

a village of Finland. He performed entirely witlKMit apparatus,

which was a decided novelty at that time. He gave his first enter-

tainment in London in 1851.

STODARlv.

Colonel Stodare is remarkable as the i-'xhihitor of the far-famed

Sphinx illusion, a masterpiece of its kind.

I sunmion now from the shades the spirit of Colonel Shidare.

All hail, th.ou mystic with the military title! Colonel Stodare. how-

ever, never smelt powder, nor directed the manceuvres of a regi-

ment of red-coats. His title was self-assumed, to bedazzle the Eng-

lish public. He never wielded .any weapon save a wooden wand,

tipped with ivory. But he did that to perfection. His real name

was Alfred Inglis. Little or nothing' is known of his earlv life and

education. His first ap])earance was at the Egyi)tian TLdl, Lon-

don, on Easter jMondaw April 17, 18^)5. when he introduced for the

first time in England those celeljratcd illusions of Llindostan : the

"Mango Tree" and the "Indian Hasket." It was on the occasion of

his 200th consecutive representation at the aforesaid hall that

Stodare introduced the "Sphinx" trick, which at once attracted

crowds. On Tuesday evening, November 21, 1865. he had the

honor to appear before Queen \'ictoria, at \\'indsor Castle on the

occasion of the birthday of H. R. H. the Princess Royal, afterwards

the Empress Frederick of Germany. Stodare died of consumption

in 1866. He wrote two small treatises on magic: "The Art of

Magic" (1865), and "Stodare's Fly-Notes" (1867).

I come now to discuss his "Sj^hinx." which has formed the

basis of nearly all tricks performed by the aid of looking glasses.

Alfred Thompson, the well-known theatrical manager and racon-

teur, of London, some twent\' \c;irs ago in the A\':i.' York Journal

related the history of the illusion, an<l how like an up-t(3-date (~)edi-

pus he penetrated its secret.
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"I remember the first time T ever saw the curious ocular ilhision

known as the Sphinx Table. As I took an interest in all illusions

which could be adapted to stage effects, and had heard from adepts

that the new illusion was not onlv a marvel but absolutely undetect-

able, I attended the first performance of the resuscitated Sphinx,

first performed at the Egyptian Hall, Piccadilly, London, by a wiz-

ard calling himself Colonel Stodare. This clever trick was really

invented bv a voung man named Thomas Tobin, who assisted Pep-

COLONEL STODARE.

per at the Polytechnic institution m Regent street, to whose genius

the well-used ghost illusion also owed its invention.

"I was well in front and not too near, and after the usual rab-

bits had disappeared out of hats and become watches and the va-

rious pocket handkerchiefs had been turned into bouquets of flow-

ers, the novelty was introduced as a climax and the sight-seeing

public had a wonder to exercise its mind on for months to come. On
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Tlli-: Sl'llINX ILLUSION.

(From the Englisli edition of HotTinann's Magic. London, 1877.)
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the stage not far from the footlights was a three-legged table on the

top of which was spread a small velvet cover with a border of gold

fringe hanging over four inches. No room for a drawer beneath

the table and clear space under and between the legs as far as the

back of the stage, v^imply three attenuated legs and a flat top cov-

ered with velvet. On a side table near the proscenium stood a

handsome plush-covered box about a foot square. The lid, unlock-

ed by Stodare, was opened on the side facing the spectators. In

the box was seen the head of the Sphinx ; a life-size head of a hand-

some Egyptian wearing the typical striped head-piece, and a collar-

ette round the severed neck ; for there was nothing but a head on a

short neck in the box. The eyes were closed and the long eye-lashes

fell on the cheek, which glowed with vital l)lood. Closing the lid

for a moment, Stodare carried the box, by a handle on either side,

from the table to the three-legged table and set it down in the

center.

"Now understand, there was :"> simple unadulterated table with-

out drawer or places of concealment. You could see beneath it

and note the hangings on the wall beyond. The thickness of the

table with the bottom of the box upon it could not have been two

inches in all. Stodare reopened the box, which had never quitted

our sight, and as the lid fell forward the Sphinx, still there, slept the

sleep of thousands of years—but only to wake at the voice of the

wizard. The splendid, calm, majestic eves opened at command. I

had no doubt, even before the lips opened and the voice spoke in

measured, rythmic tones, that the head was Innnan and not made of

wax; but the more I looked and the more T calculated, the farther

was I from a solution of the first mxstery T had witnessed since T

commenced the study of modern magic.

"The whole apparatus was in full light, not only of gas, but of

a calcium directed on to the wondrous face while the box was open.

Until the close of the exhibition I sat there dumbfounded and posi-

tively unable to answer the Sphinx enigma Ijefore me. Just before

the conclusion I happened to rise in my seat, so certain I felt that

some unexpected detail might disclose the whole secret to me ; and

in a moment the whole illusion was swept away. T saw where the

body was concealed. I knew the trick and T went away ]:)erfectl\-

happy at being the only one in London, besides the inventors, who
could have reproduced the marvelous sorcery elsewhere. And the

whole affair was given awa\' for lack of a silk handkerchief. As
I stood u]), my e\e caught, hovering between two of tlu' table legs.
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the marks of two rins;crs, such iiiarks as may l)c often soon on a nnr-

ror when the Hght falls at a certain angle upon it.

"Those two finger marks, tliongh close to the carpet, gave me

the kev to the riddle of the v'^phinx. In my mental phot(>gra|)h I

saw the confederate kneeling hehind the tahle, his head passing-

through superposed apertures, ou,^ in the top of the tahle. the (Uher

in the bottom of the box. The figure was concealed from view 1)\'

two mirrors of pure silver ])lated-glass, set at such an angle as to

reflect either side of the room (on the stage) in such a way that

what to the e}e ^vas evidently the hack of the same room seen be-

neath and beyond the table, was really only a reproduction of those

sides visible in the mirrors between the legs of the table.

"This Sphinx was the sensation of Toudon for weeks follow-

ing, and having- occasion to g;0 to Paris a few da)s later, T offered

the secret to Robert TLiudin's successor, TTamilton, who. however,

refused my terms until he knew the trick. This dela\- of his was

much regretted by him. for some other speculator produced the

secret some three months later and luade a colossal sensation in

Paris with his 'Decapite Parlant.'

'Tn the same year T introduced the illusion for the t^rst time

on the stage in the celebrated -pectaclc of 'liabil and liijou" at

Covent Garden Theatre. Tn the ballet of 'The Seasons' 'MWc. Hen-

riette Dor, one of the most poetical dancers ever seen, appeared as

the White Rose, and I designed a large rose bud on its stalk, which,

coming up through the bed of summer flowers, blossomed wide until

from its open petals the beautiful Dor rose up, apparently material-

izing as she issued from the calix on the stalk. The ballet was so

arranged in groups around three sides (not in front) as to aid the

deception by their adjusted reflection in the mirrors.

"Practically it was the same trick—two mirrors at a right an-

gle and a trap door. This curious trick was never improved on. It

was added to and altered at the Polytechnic, where, among other

adaptations of the same principle, was shown an animated tableau

of Sir Joshua Reynold's famous cherubs. Three cherubs' heads

appeared in a moonlit sky, floating;, and sang in sweet child voices

the verses of an anthem.

"Curiously enough I met the original Sphinx nut three years

ago in the person of a business manager who had been Stodare's

agent, and only three months back one of those very cherubs in Mr.

Fred Solomon, the comedian, who was then a chorister at the

Chapel Royal, and who was threatened with all sorts of tortures if

he let the cat or the cherub out of the bag."
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Stodare's powers as a ventriloquist enhanced tlie effect of his

Sphinx trick. In carrying- the closed box which contained the

Sj^ihinx, from the tal)le to the footlights, he was enabled by his ven-

triloqnial powers to apparently cause the head to speak. Finally,

on opening- the box, the head was found to have (lisapi:)eared alto-

gether, a heap of ashes having taken its place. The story told about

the ancient head and the misc-cu-scciic of the trick were well calcu-

lated to impress the spectators and inspire them with awe.

The inventor of the Sphinx, Mr. Tobin, sold the secret to M.
Tabrich, of Paris, the proprietor of a wax-works exhibition on the

Boulevard de la Madeline. Tabrich called his collection of figures

the Miiscc Fraiicais. Impressed with the success of Madam Tus-

sand's "Chamber of Horrors," in connection with her wax-work ex-

hibition, in London, Tabrich transformed the "Talking Head" into

the "Decapitated Speaking," and surrounded it with a iiiisc-cn-scciic

calculated to strike terror in the mind of the observer. I^nderneath his

museum was a damp and mouldy cellar, which he fitted up for the

exhibition. The visitor was conducted down a stairway, dimly

lighted by a couple of antique lamps suspended from the vaulted

n)of. When he reached the bottom he was suddenly confronted

with a group of wax figures, representing a scene under the Inquisi-

tion. Ever}' detail of a torture chamber was given, such as is de-

scribed by Hugo in his Notre Daiiic dc Paris. The cowled emis-

saries of the Holy Office were depicted in the act of putting a

wretched victim to the torture. The light from a flambeau, held

by one of the figures, illumined the ghastly scene. In this uncer-

tain light everything was horribly majestic. Pushing onward and

turning to the right, "the spectator passed through a fliml\-lighted

corridor, and found himself in front of a balustrade, breast-high,

which extended across the entrance of a narrow recess. In the

middle of this gloomy cellar, the floor of which was carpeted with

musty straw, was seen a table, on which rested a hmnan head, lean-

ing slightlv to one side, and apparentlv aslee]). On being addressed

b\- the exhibitor the head raised itself, opened its eyes, and related

its own history, including the details of its decapitation, after which

it re])lied. in various languages, to questions put by those present."

One (lav a i)art\' of voung men, presumablv medical students,

out for a lark, and having imbibed a little too freely of :/// ordinaire

or eo::;uae, began shooting pellets at the head in order to test whether

it had entirely lost all sensation. The Decapitated One, in his wrath,

abused them soundlv, in an argot that savored more of modern

Paris than the days of the Inquisition. This affair got noised
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abroad, and s:ay yoiino^ boiilevardiers made up regular parties to

go and shoot bread pellets at the head ; this amusement the\' callid

"pop-gun practice." Some of these pellets, not S(t well bred (par-

don the pun) as others, struck certain portions of the table, which

were apparently open. l)ut from which they rebounded, clearlv in-

dicating that the supposed vacant space was really a sheet of look-

ing-glass. Mr. Tabrich then put a close-meshed wire grating be-

tween the spectators and their victim. Init alas, the secret of the In-

quisition was disclosed, and the palmy days of the Muscc Fran-

{ais were over. Says Houdin : "The cause of Mr. Tabrich's fail-

ure was the same that brought disaster to the I brothers Havenpi^rt.

Too great confidence in the Parisian iniblic led both parties to of-

fer what, after all, were but ingenious conjuring" tricks, as super-

natural phenomena."

BLITZ.

Signor Antonio Blitz was born June 21. iSio. in a little vil-

lage of Moravia. At an early age he picked up, unknown to any-

one, "a few adroit tricks from certain gypsies, who visited his na-

tive town." He began to exhibit these feats for the amusement of

himself and friends. He made his professional debut at Hambtirg

when but thirteen years of age, and was known to the public as

the "mysterious boy." His first appearance in this country was at

the Music Hall, Broadway. New York. He had many imitators.

Not less than thirteen people traveled the United States using his

name, circulating a verbatim copy of his handbill and advertisement—"not only assuming to be the original Blitz, but in manv instances

claiming to be a son or nephew." "I have been." savs Blitz, in his

memoirs. Fifty Years in flic MaL!;ic Circle, (Hartford. Conn..

1871), "in constant receipt of bills of their contracting", for. not con-

tent with taking niy name, they have not even honor enougli to pav

their debts." The thirteen ir.iposters exhibited under the follow-

ing and other names

:

Signor Blitz.

Signor Blitz. Jr.

Signor Blitz, The Original.

Signor Blitz's Son.

Signor Blitz's Nephew.

Signor Blitz. The Wonderful.

Signor Blitz. The Great.

Signor Blitz, The Unrivalled.

Signor Blitz, The Mvsterious.
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Signer Blitz, By Purchase.

Signer Blitz, The Great Original.

Blitz was not only a magician, l)ut a ventriloquist and trainer

of birds. He relates an amusing encounter with the great but ec-

centric genius, the Italian vio-

Mrs. ThornhilL
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linist, Paganini, whose romantic

life is known to all lovers of

music. The adventure took place

in the city of Glasgow, Scot-

land, where Paganini was giv-

ing concerts. Says Blitz : 'T-Ie,

( Paganini) was tall and awk-

ward looking, cadaverous in fea-

tiu'es, ungainly in form, with

long black hair, said to be very

wealth}-, and characterized as

extremely penurious. No in-

stance was ever known of his

contributing a penny to the dis-

tressed, or to a benevolent in-

stitution. One morning I called

and found him quietly seated in

his room alone. After conver-

sing with him a short time I

noticed his violin case lying

upon the table, when suddenly

the cry of a child issued from

therein.

" 'Who is that?' said Paga-

nini, quickl}' looking around.

" Tt is UH\ with the babe,'

answered a womanly voice.

"'My Gn(\\ what is this?'

inquired the astonished violinist.

" 'You well know,' plain-

tivel_\" answered the woman, at

the same time the infant again

Commenced cr\ing.

" 'We know you are a bad woman,' vehemently declared the

excited man.
" 'And did }()U not make me so, you old Italian fiddler?'
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'"AfkT this there was apparently a cdiniiK 'tii m in tlie Ixix, w hrn

Pag'anini l)ecanie alarmed and was ahmit to U-aw the room wIkmi 1

unmasked myself and explained that he had hern a victim t(t the

vaii'aries of ventrilociuism : which, on hcarini;-, dcli^htrd him ])rodiL;-

ionsl}-. and i^raspini;' me hy the hand he exidaimrd, |'ira\(^ t-^ii^nor

!

—bravo !'
"

\i.i:x.\.\i)i:i<.

Alexander Tleimhitr!.;\'r was horn 1 )eceniher 4. iSk), in (icr-

man\-. He performed undi'r the noin dc theatre of I lerr Alexan-

der. He tonred Europe, Xorth and South America with L;reat suc-

cess tVir a nuiuher of years, and retireil to his native land with a

large fortune. He is at riresent residing at Miinster. an old man of

eighty-four, with snow-white hair and heard, and l)ent over with

age. He was long supposed ti) he dead h\' the fraternitv of magi-

cians, but Mr. H. Houdini, in his tour of (k'rmanx' in 1003. discovered

that he still lived, anil his whereabouts. Alexander had man\"

strange stories to relate of his adventures in America and other

places. He was ])ersonall\- acquainted with TT(~)udin. I'rikell, Jlos-

co. Anderson, I'.litz. the original I'amburg of Amsterdam, etc. He
])erf()rmed several times at the White House before President I 'oik,

and hol)nol)bed with Henry Cdaw \A'ebster and Calhonu. With

letters from Polk 1k' \isited llrazil. and was adnu'tted into the

most aristocratic circles. ( )n leaving X'ew ^'ork in 1S47 he was

presented with a heav_\- gold medal, cast in the I'nited v^tates Mint

at ^^'ashington. Tliis me(lal has his portrait on one side, and on tlie

reverse the following inscripti(^n :

"Prescntcfl to Herr .Alexander as a token of esteem from his

friends. Xew ^'ork, 1847."

Mr. Houdini writes as follows about the old magician (Ma-

luitiiui. June, 1(^03 ~) : "lie was a welcome guest at the Palace of the

King of lirazil. He showed me letters to him from King Pedro

H and his wife, dated lirazil, 1850. After an absence of ten yt'ars

from his native country he rt'turned, and married. He is blessed

with six children, twn sons and fonr daughters. ( )]\c is in Xew
York at the present time. Wdiile in X\wv A'ork. .Vlexander was ap-

proached by an illusionist named Orzini. wdio had a cabinet m\'s-

tery. He was in hard circumstances and came to Alexander for

assistance. The genial (icrman gave him ten dollars. Orzini se-

cured an engag'cment at the Park Theatre, but alas. onl\- |da\ed one

niglit. as his art did not suit, so he was closed after his first per-

formance. Said Alexander to me. and the stattMUent caused me in-
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finite surprise : 'This Orzini was the man who threw the bomb at

Napoleon III in Paris, trying to kill the Emperor, but was himself

killed ; also blowing up several bystanders, and wounding the horses

of Napoleon's carriage. The reporters discovered that Orzini had

just arrived from America, and in his lodgings they found some

kind of a mvsterious glass house, which must have been the Illu-

ALEXANDER HEIMBURGER.

sion Cabinet. In this affair Napoleon escaped with his life and a

few scratches.'
"

This is a strange story. I am of the opinion that Herr Alex-

ander is laboring under a mistake in trying to identify the illusion-

ist Orzini with the celebrated revolutionist (Irsini. In the first

place, there is the dififerent spelling of the names

—

Orciiii and Or-

sini; but Mr. Houdini may have incorrectly reported Alexander in

this respect. There is no record of Orsini having come to the
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United States. Ag"ain. he was not killed in the attempted assassina-

tion of Napoleon ITT, in the rue Kepelletier, Paris, jaiuiarv 14. 185S.

He was captured and snlTered imprisonment, and was guillotined

IVIarch 13. 1858. While in prison he wr^te his memoirs.

Herr Alexander is the author of a work entitled Dcr Modcrne

Zauberer ("The Modern Magician").



THP. WIDOW'S AIITE.

\)\<. I. K. la^NK'S PRACTICAL JOKE.

AS a people we a

l\. think of ther

]!Y THADDEUS I!. W A KI-.M AX .

are measured l)y the lio(M<:s we read and what we

ir\. think of them. Dr. I. K. Funk's hi,Q- l)Ook of over 500 pages,

on "The Widow's Mite" and the "Spirit" of Henry Ward Beeeher.

has measured a great mass of readers to be far back of this age of

science—which is not wonderful ; but has it not done tlic same for

a large part of our leading university professors and educators?—

a

fact, if it be one, of the greatest importance.

The book tells of two little ancient coins, one black and genuine,

and the other light and dubious, supposed to have been like those of

the widow's "mites" mentioned in Mark and Luke. They were bor-

rowed by Funk and ^^'agnalls to be usetl in the Standard Dictionary

and then returned. The spurious one was used by mistake, but

both were then ])ut in the safe in an envelope. Dr. Funk ordered

the genuine one to be returned to its owner. Professor West, a neigh-

bor and friend of Henry Ward Reecher, and principal of a young

ladies' seminary on "The Heights." Nine years after this, and after

the death of Professor West and Mr. ^Beecher, Dr. Funk was at-

tending spiritualistic seances in Brooklyn. At (tne of them the

mediumess suddenly gave a message to the D(K-tor, purporting to be

from the "spirit" of Henry Ward Reecher, requiring of him the im-

mediate return of this borrowed genuine black coin to its owner. The

Doctor answered that it had been returned \ears ago. The spirit

replied that it had nut; but the medium could not learn to whom or

where it should be returned. l']nm search the envelope with both

coins in it was found in the safe where llie\ had been placed, presum-

ably, nine years l)elore.

Result: C.eneral surprise! Was this at last one genuine, decisive

"spirit test"? lu'crv one at the l>u-tor's office who knew of the
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coin supposed that it had ])ccn rclunu'd. Tlio nicdiiini and all roii-

iiccted witli the seance swore that ihey never knew or lirard of an^

such occurrence hefore tliis Ileecher message. IVofessor West's son

and executor certified tliat he is as certain as he can I)e of anv thiui;'

that i)assed in his fatlier's mind, "that he, too. supjxised that the

coin had heen returned." Tlie cnin was rare and of great vahie—
some say worth $2,500.00.

Spiritualists claimed that the facts prowd this message to h';

indul)itahle, and that .Mr. lleecher's personal, li\ing continuous C(M1-

sciousncss. or si)irit, was (/ fact. 'Idiev evrn ohlaiurd another mes-

sage, purporting to he from him, to the etTect that he had sent this

message ahout a trivial matter, l)ecause, from the natu.re of the facts,

he saw that "the tot"" must he conclusive, and that lie wisheil to

r.])en the i)ortaIs to the earth from the s])irit realm, from which he

had most important matters to comnumicate. I'.ut notwithstanding

the persistent efforts of Dr. Funk and <^f very many nu-diums all

over the earth, those "most important matters"' have wholly failed

to appear. Finally even the mediums seemed to tire of their eff<_)rts,

and this message was "received" from !\Ir. Ueecher. who was l)oth-

ered bevond celestial endurance: viz., "The widow's mile bother Dr.

r"unk to their heart's content for aught I care. I will have nothing-

more to do with the aft'air." Thus the Beecher wit came to his ])ro-

tection and relief: which, as Dr. Funk adds: "has at least something

of the old Reecher ring in it."

Thus this "s|)irit" incident ends in nothing", as they all do, when

it comes to anything of value or use. P)Ut far otherwise is the rcz'-

c:afio)i of the consequences and moral of the stor_\' to those who

think. Dr. Funk was at first under a great variety of doubts and be-

pLizzlemeut. Thisbigbook is his thrifty way of obtaining relief there-

from, and also fame, a good "ad.," and then too, "shekels"—worth

far more than mites. Two of his experts intimate that it is also hi'^

"jest" and "practical ioke," wherebv his wit and humor also came

(o his relief—a view in which many a reader may concur, and to

which finrdly the good Doctor ma}' contribute a smile.

The gist of the book consists of a statement of the case, which

was submitted to fort\'-two experts, chiefly professors of physics and

psvchics in our leading universities and colleges, conunencing with

the voluminous Professor James of Harvard. Then follow their

answers, mostlv in the Appendix. With all this we have an epitome

of the best spiritualistic literature—trying to make this revelation

and test seem probal)le. if not certain, as the work of the continuous

Mr. Beecher.
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The Doctor might have consulted others with other results : For

instance, many an impartial counsellor-at-lavv would have given him
the maxim of old Horace : Nee Deus intersit, nisi digmis vindiee

nodus—"Don't call in a God (or even a Beecher), unless the knot is

V'Orthv of such an untier." That is, the supernatural is never in

order until the natural, relevant to the case, is all known and exhaust-

ed in vain. Thus, it was not natural or probable for a coin of that

interest and value to be unreturncd and lost without being talked

over by West and Beecher in the circle of their curious friends, some
of whom were largely spiritualistic. Some of the friends or visitors

of this resident medium would almost certainly hear of the story, and
the medium consciously or unconsciously get it from them. Then—
she may have forgotten it during the nine years, and recalled it un-

consciously in trance ; as is well attested in similar cases, even of

languages heard and afterwards repeated in trance, by those at other

times ignorant of them. Then comes in explanation the possible

fraud or collusion of some of the parties including the medium. In-

deed all of the natural solutions suggested by Dr. Funk and others

in the book are to be taken as—more probable than any "spirit" from

another state of existence. This much the counsellor would say

—

resting upon the common rules of evidence and experience.

But Dr. Funk says, in effect, that all such supposing does not

negative the possibility of "spirit" existence and communication.

Well on this point he might and should have consulted an up-to-date

biologist, as well as professors of physics and psychics. And since

he wandered all over the world (including Japan) to find experts,

why did he not include Professor Ernest Haeckel of Jena, or some
like scientist, without rcserir in behalf of scientific truth?

Professor Haeckel is by many regarded as the first scientist of

our age in his department—the one in which this question properly

comes. In his Theses sent to the Congress of Liberals held at St.

Louis in October last, he gives, not his verdict, but that of up-to-

date science on this very ]:)oint in these words, viz. : "The soul of man
has been recognised as the totality of brain functions. * * * This

activity, of course, becomes extinct in death; and in our days it ap-

pears to be perfectly absurd to expect, nevertheless, a personal im-

mortality of the soul." That is, the scientific and social immortality

have become one, and they take the place of the "personal." Thus

science says: "Not possible"! And this not as the opinion of one

man or set of men, but the result of the facts of biology—commenc-

ing with the simplest protoplasm, and rising with all of its cellular
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combinations through all vegetative and animal forms and convolu-

tions to the brain of man, and the co-operati(^n of human societies.

This i)iditctioii irom all of the facts is clinched, he would saw by

the two bottom laws of science, that is, of the universe, viz, : The

laws of "substance" or "correlation." and the law of "economy." \\y

the first law, all mental activities and processes, including the "soid,"

are the sequent or concomitant correlates which are found to be the

results and eqiiizalcufs of ])receding correlative changes occurring

inprotoplasmicorganisms.and in those only! V>y the law of economy,

the fact that these "activities" are the results of protoplasmic change^

vnd actions is conclusive that they are not. and cannot be. ])roduce'I

or exist in any other place or way. For ever)' such activity is the

result of equivalent correlations only; which cannot be changed with-

out a different result ; and which cannot cease without a ceasing of

their activity at the same time.

After the death of Mr, Beecher there was, therefore, no possible

spirit, soul, or consciousness of him extant, to bother or be bothered

aboivt this "widow's mite." or anything else. Any other supposition

is not onlv untrue but "al)surd." This "recognised" fact, as Profes-

sor Haeckel styles it, is now "the commonplace of science." Thus,

for instance, it underlies all medical treatment of mental ailments,

except by frauds, quacks and the uninformed. In one or the other

O"*' those unenviable classes must not those stand, who by words,

silence or otherwise, admit or imply that Mr. Beecher's conscious

spirit or soul was not existent, so as to have possibly made this pre-

tended communication ?*

Now. Dr. Funk's book reveals this astonishing fact. viz. : Not

a single one of the said jury of forty-two experts does other than to

directly or implicitly or tacitly admit the then existence of Mr.

Beecher's soul, and its consequent ability to communicate as claimed I

But this fact is not only astonishing : it is exceedingly important. Do
our universities and colleges exist for the purpose of "raying out

darkness?" Was there not one great professor who knew enough

and dared enough to tell Dr. Funk the plain truth—the commonplace

and bedrock of science?

What kind of leaders and teachers are we to have for the next

generation, when those who are "liberally educated" in this, accept

only a practical suppression of the truth as to the most important

matter that science has made known to a human being—the nature,

origin, duty anrl future of himself ?" Let us all have the truth, the

whole truth and nothing but the truth. For "in that only is there

wisdom and safety," as old Goethe told us long ago.
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Aside from their l)earing' upon the sulSstance of Dr. Funk's book

those arguments of "induction," "correlation" and "economy" are

just now of extraordinary importance, for Professor Ilaeckel has

seriously proposed to make them an important part of the basis upon

which the freethinkers of every country should organize. I have

never been able to answer those arguments, and never could find

rmy one who could. If any such person exists, .the occasion calls

for him, and I believe The Open Court will be open to him.
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1!V THE EULTUK.

S(
)MK time a^'n. Dr. Isaac K. I'unk. i<\ llir well-known

pnhlishinLi' tirni. suhniilted to ns evidences of spirit ci»ni-

pumicatimi concerning;' an ancient TTelirew coin called "the

widow's niile."' whicli had ])ren nscd h\' iMnik & Wai;"-

nalls for illnstration in their Stinnhirtl /'/V/ze/h/rv. Dr. Fnnk

\^ as reminded of the coin in a spiritualistic sraiicr of

an unprofessional medium who si)oke in the name of the late

Henrv ^^'ard Beecher. claimim^' that it had never heen returned to its

owner. The medium's claim (or shall we say the claim of Mr.

Beecher's s]Mrit) was substantiated, for the coin was discovered in

the safe of Inmk &: Wagnalls. where it had lain unheeded for nine

\ears. and it was now dulv returned to the owner or his heirs.

Dr. Funk submitted the case and its value as evidences of t;enu-

ine spirit communication to a larjL^e number of scholars, scientists,

experts, ps\cholog"ists, etc.. and then published the whole account.

together with these opinions in a book called The //'/(/cre'.v Mifc.

Tlie case was also referred at the time to the editor of The Opcji

Court, but his reph' was too uncompromisin;;' to rct~ommend itself

for publication. It ad)nittcd tlu' strangeness of the occurrmce, pro-

vided that there was ncitlur error in the facts, nor fraud, but it de-

clared that a cross-examination of the several ])ersons involwd would

be indispensable, and thi^ being excluded we ha<l to abstain from

giving' a definite verdict on the merits of the case, 'i'br book now

lies before us, but the exidmce being still hedged in with "ifs" and

"huts" we cannot regard it as convincing. Considering the unsatis-

factor\' character of a negative xerdict. \\'e delayed our rt'view and

kejjt the book on our shelf without being able to sum u\) the case in
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a Statement which would do justice to Dr. Funk's zeal and circum-

spection, yet also i)oint out the weak spot of his argumentation.

At this juncture Mr. Wakcman's article came to hand and
forced the issue again upon our attention. His verdict is very direct

and simple. Quoting Hacckel he denies the possibility of the occur-

rence, and hence refuses to consider the argument. There must he

an error somewhere, and thus the case is disposed of.

Now we agree with Mr. Wakeman on the main point. We. too.

believe that there must be an error somewhere ; but we think it equal-

h' certain that there must be a truth in a theory which, in spite of its

crudity, exercises an enormous influence over multitudes of people,

among whom we encounter men of business sense like Dr. Funk, and

scholars such as Hyslop and James. There is a deep seated natural

longing for immortality and we l)elieve that although untenable in

the shape in which it is commonly held, it is based upon fact. There

is an immortality of personal character—different though it may be

from the popular conception.

Prof. Haeckel's argument that there is no immortality, is wrong
and can easily be refuted. He declares that soul is a function of the

brain : accordingly the soul is lost with the decomposition of the

body.

Now, it is true that the soul is our thinking, feeling and willing.

Rut we must bear in mind that the soul is not the brain, but the pur-

pose we pursue in life and the meaning which our thoughts possess,

both being represented in certain forms of brain operation. There

i'^. no thinking without brain, but the brain is only the material con-

dition in which thinking is realised. The thoughts themselves are

not material.

Let us use the analogy of a book. The book itself or rather the

soul of the book consists of ideas which are expressed in the printed

words. Ideas cannot be communicated without some sensory means

and a material of some kind is needed as a substratum to render them

somehow actual and to convey them. We can burn a book but we
cannot burn the ideas expressed in it. If a poet writes a poem on a

slieet of paper the writing may become illegible, but the poem need

not be lost ; it can be copied and it remains the selfsame poem.

The same is true of the soul of man. Soul is the meaning and

purpose of some living substance. It is not the substance but that

unsubstantial something which gives character to it and anyone who
declares that it is non-existent because it is purely formal and rela-

tional, and not material, would be driven to the paradoxical con-

clusion that the non-existent is more important in the material world
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than all the inmimeral)le concrete material ohjects. The essential

part of our own heing is not the material aspect of our cer(.>hral ac-

tivity, Init the contents of our thought, the imrpose of our will, the

leading" motive of our sentiments, which factors in their hodily ac-

tualisation are of course always of a definite structure.

Now Professor Haeckel will not disjnite this point, hut he in-

sists that this cerehral structure which is the i)h\sical aspect of the

soul will he destroyed, and being destroyed the soul is lost and gone

forever. But we claim the same kind of a hrain constitutes the same

kind of a soul : and that the reap])earance of the same form (»f hrain

functions denotes the rebirth of the same soul. Professor Haeckel's

arg'uments would be correct if identity of soul depended upon an

identity of the bodil\' elements, hut that is not so.

We ought to grant that we are dying at every minute and that

a new soul is being born in place of the other, for our cerebral sub-

stance is decomposed in the very act of thinking and the particles

that are now functioning are at once changed into waste matter and

?re discarded from our system. In a certain sense it is quite cor-

rect to say that life is a constant dying

—

iiicdla in rifa iios in iiwrfe

sumus;—but in another sense, and with no less truth, we can also

say "there is no death ; what seems so is transition."

It is well known that all the atoms of which our bodies are com-

posed will change in the average within seven years. If the material

elements and not the form in which they are grouped, be the essen-

tial part of our existence, we ought to consider ourselves new per-

sonalities as so(»n as the last atom of our former existence has passed

away. The transition is slow and almost imperceptible, liut it takes

place none the less, and that after all we recognise our idcntit\-

throughout all these changes is the best evidence that the material

portion of our being is of secondary consideration.

Birth and death are the limits of individual existences. 1)ut we

know perfectly well that we have not risen from nothingness and in

the same wa\' that we originated from prior conditions and are the

continuation of former soul-life—so we are not annihilated in death

and shall continue in the life of the generations to come.

Neither is birth an absolute beginning nor death an absolute

finalitv. They arc the limits of a series the character ;uid form of

which is determined by former lives, and our life is again determin-

ing the life of the future. Everv inclividual is a link in the great

chain of the whole life of mankind. The life of the individual is

formed and in its turn is forming again, so as to produce a conti-

nuity in which the old forms of life are preserved, being modified
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only by receiving new additions and being enriched with further de-

tails. Thus the soid of Christ is a living presence in all Christian

souls, and Christ's promise is literally fulfilled when He says : "And

lo, I am with you alway, even unto the end of the world." But in

the same sense a father and a mother live on in their children, a

teacher in his pupils, each one in the memory of his friends, martyrs

and heroes in their cause, etc. And this immortality is not an illu-

sion, nor a mere ])hrase, but a living power exercising a decisive in-

fluence upon the actions of mankind.

If Professor Ilaeckel were right, if the dissolution of the body

ended all, constituting <leath a finality, we would not care what might

occur when we are gone. The truth is that people are not indifferent

to what will happen after their death. According to their dififcreut

characters the}- endeavor to perpetuate their souls—and in this they

succeed. Whatever a man does lives after him according to the

nature of his deeds, and these deeds, the traces Avhich they produce,

llie memories which the\- leave, the effects in which they are perpetu-

ated, are nothing foreign to him, but in them dwells the quintessence

of his soul. Tt is he himself.

Just as an inventor who has Ijuilt up a factory to actualise his

invention, is a living presence in every department of the plant, al-

though bodily he may be absent, so the soul of man remains an

eiificient factor in life although he ma\- be overtaken by death and

rest from his labors.

Xow, we grant Mr. W'akcmau that fn")m our standi)()int a com-

munication of a spirit through a medium in the way described b\-

Mr. Funk should be considered an impossibility, but far from ridi-

culing ]Mr. Funk's attemi)tcd investigation 1 feel grateful to him for

l;avingventured into the desert of vain speculations—only to find out

the uselessness of his labors. Fie may not see the result himself as

vet, but others do; and it is certainly necessary that all avenues of

advance should be reconnoitered, even those which a sound scientific

prevision condemns as hopeless. Those who undertake this thank-

less task are naturallv enthusiasts and believers in the improbable.

Their work is certainl\- not useless, for they call attention to the oue-

sidedness of the ojiijosite view, and certainly deserve credit for the

ajiagogic ijroof of an untenable position.

Air. Funk's hope may prove an illusion, but Mr. \A'akenian will

pardon us for saving that his venture of establishing a proof of im-

mortality—albeit of a counterfeit soul—should not be branded as a

"joke." F mvself, made investigations along the lines of the Society

for Psychical Research in what now appears to me an immature
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period of \\\\ life; but thous^h I luiNe surrendered tlie expectation of

tuidiui;- anxthini;- in that waste and sterile tield. 1 deem it wise from

time to time to stud\ critiealK' the w i irk of others and sec whether

the\ Iku'c furnislied the wmdd with new facts that would necessitate

V revision of our present views. Their \ iew s ma\' he untenable from

the standpoint of science, yet owv own view ma\- also staiul in need

of emendation, or at least moditlcation.

As to ]\Ir. h*unk's bcx^k 1 can onl\- sa_\- that T fail to be convinced

h\- his arguments. I will grant that the ])riiof would he fairly com-

plete if there were not ample sco|)e for doubt on many points where

a cross-examinati»^n of the persons involved would throw new li.giit

upon the case. I feel C(^nvinced that though it will impress the be

liever favorahh. it will never convert the scott'er : and whether the

impartial reader standing between the two opposite jiositions will

I'C affected, remains to be seen.

I have learned fn^ni the booktoappreciate the power nf the beliei

in immortalitv, pmmpting a business man to go out of his way and

collect the minuita? of so slender an evidence. This \ earning for a

p<ersonal immortalit}' is as deep rootetl as are the instincts of animals

and I believe, as set forth above, it is well fc^undeil. Man feels that

death does not end all, and so he ex]M-esses the truth of immortalit}

in a mvthical form, inventing the ideas of heaven and hell and re])re-

senting the soul as a concrete being, built of some mysterious spiri-

tual substance.

Upon the whole it is even better that man should ])elie\-e in a

mythical immortality than that he should deny the truth of the myth

itself, for the idea is not without importance and exercises a practical

i'illuence upon our actions and our general attitude in life. We con-

clude, therefore, with the question: Is it better and wiser, or. even

mcreh'. more advisal)lc that a man should always act as though the

end of life were an absolute finality, or. on the contrary, should he

so act as constantlv to consider the part which his life and all the i\-

suits of his life will pla\' in the world when he is gone? I know that

Professor Haeckel himself cares very much for the after effects of

his life.

The period after death is certainh' longer, as .\utig(^ne sa}s,

than the brief s])an of our earthly career.

"For longer time, methinks. have T to i)lease

The dwellers in that world than those in this."

And yet the mere duration is less important than the dynamical as-

pect of our soul-life after death. There is reason enough to say that
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if the idea of immortality deserves any consideration, it should fur-

nish the uhimate tribunal before which all questions of importance

should reach their final decision. Indeed. I can give no better rule

for testing the correctness of moral actions than that a man in doubt-

ful cases should ask himself: "How would you wish to have acted if

vour life were completed and you had passed away from the world

below?" Anyone who is influenced by such a thought believes in

fact in the immortality of the soul, though in his words he may flatly

(lenv and ridicule it.



FRANCE AND Tl 1 1^ XATICAN.

BY YVliS GUYOT.

THE i^resent conflict between France and the N'atican, which is

sure to end in the se])aration of Church and State, is one of

the consequences of the Dreyfus al^'air. ddiat loni^" strui^'gle showed

that the Jesuits had got control of the French army, and that the

clerical partv was bent on transformini^" a lil)eral republic into a mon-

arch\- or Cicsarean republic. It further revealed the fact that this

partx' was in a state of perpetual cons])iracy a^qainst the present con-

stitution of France. This condition of affairs was the cause of the

drawing up and passage, in July. 190T. of the law whose ])ur])ose

was to curb these religious orders, which were a danger to our re-

publican institutions.

Thereupon, the Jesuits, who control the policy of the A^atican,

thought thev might bring about an ujirising in France at the moment

of the enforcement of this law. They did their best to turn the

army from the path of duty. They strove to awaken rebellion among

the ])ious and ignorant peasantry of Lower Brittany. But all their

I)ernicious activity ended in producing exactly the contrar\- etTect

from that which thev hoped for. The po])ular mind throughout

France was disgusted with their tactics and alarmed at their aims.

So much for interior results.

In its treatment of foreign attairs, French clericalism is alwa\s

.Vnglophobist and anti-Italian. But here too they counted without

their host. The visit of King l^dw.ard to France and that of Presi-

dent Loubet to London checked this clerical policy. The dii)lomatic

attitude of England and France led up logically to a better imder-

standing between France and Italy, for Italy rightly considers Fug-

land her protector against the efiforts of the Pope to recover his lost

temporal power. So the Jesuits advised the Pope not to receive

M. Loubet when he went to Rome to visit the King. They even

thought that the President would not dare to eo when he knew that
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the Vatican would be shut against him, and they felt sure that this

attitude of the Pope would discredit M. Loubet in the eyes of French

Catholics. Pius X even went further than refusing to receive the

President ; he sent out to the various governments a circular com-

munication which was as insulting" to France as it was impolitic.

Not a Catholic deputy in the French Chamber dared to defend the

course of Plis Holiness, and M. Ribot, leader of the JNIoderate Re-

publicans, did not hesitate to condemn it.

But this was not enough. The \ atican was not satisfied with

obtruding on the international affairs of France. She must next

meddle in the home religious matters. Suddenly the Pope refused

the investiture of the bishops selected by the French Government

in accordance with the Concordate. Pius X adopted the policy of

Pius VII in his famous encounter with X'apoleon I. This course

caused considerable commotion in 1810, but did not disturl) anybody

in 1Q04- The papacy has lost ground in a century, and the Furopean

mind, especially in France, has made progress in religious things

during the same period. Then the unwise Jesuit counselors pushed

the poor Holy Father further on the w-rong path. Pius, in direct

violation of the Concordate. called the bishops to Rome, suspended

them and revoked them. By so doing. His Holiness cut the link

which held together the Papacy and the French Republic. Separa-

tion could only follow. By this act the Pope deprived the defenders

of the Concordate of the old stock argument that religious peace

was assured by the government having a controlling hand over the

bishops. The moment that the Pope declared that the bishops were

alone subject to him, from that moment the main reason for the

existence of the Concordate disap])eared. It was the begiiuiing of

the end, and the end will come this year. Before the Chambers ad-

journ next Juh', the bill of separation will have been voted, and on

lanuarv i, 190^1, the new order of things will come into ]:»ractice,

thank heavens

!

The i)redominant character ()f the French peo])le in matters

religious is indifference. So long as the Church is an official insti-

tution, there is a disposition among many to acce])t, at least out-

wardh', man\' of its practices and observances. B.ut let the Church

once l)ecome a private institution, and it will slowly but surelv lose

its followers and see its resources diminish. The se])aration means,

tlierefore, an advance of the free thought tendency of the French

nation. The deluded Pope may think otherwise : but it is not the

Jirst time that an Italian ecclesiastic has misunderstood modern

France. Paris, b^RANCK. Feliruary, 1905.
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Ox the occa'^ion of leather ll\aciiuhc L(>_\soii's second A'isit to

America in 1884. when he came for the purpose oi hixini;- l)e-

fore the American people his work of Cathohc reform, a little pam-

phlet was prepared by his friends here giving some account of the

life and work of himself and his wife. hVom this we gather a few

of the most important facts concerning the lives of these trulv re-

markable people.

Father Ilyacinthe was born at ( )rlean. l-'rance, in 1827. of a

family disting-nished on both sides for its pietw Ills father as

Rector of the Academy of Pau held educational jurisdiction over

a large part of France, and his mother came from a Savoy familv

of ancient nobilitw Wdien he was eighteen he was suddenlv espe-

ciall}' impressed with the words of a psalm heard in church, \\hich

have been the inspiration of his life-work: cccc qiiaiii honuui ct

qiiaiii jociiiidiDii Jiabitarc frafrcs in iininii
—"r)ehold, how good and

how pleasant it is for brethren to dwell together in unity." The
next year he entered the theological seminary of St. Sulpice in

Paris and when twenty-four was ordained priest.

"He was named at once professor of theology and philosophy

at the theological seminary at Avignon, then at Xantes, and after-

wards canon of Troy and curate at the church of St. Sulpice. at

Paris. Then little did he foresee that in a few }ears he was to be

the fani()us preacher, attracting eager crowds of listeners at the

great metropolitan cathedral. He soon found the life of the secular

priest insufficient to satisfy his desire for a more devout and con-

templative life, and when thirty-two years old (in 1859), the voung
priest entered the order of the barefooted Carmelite monks, and

became afterwards the Abbot of Paris. ... I'ere II}acinthe soon

became the most noted preacher of the Roman Catholic Church in

b^rance lie was oftert-il by the I'.mperor Xa|)oleon 111 an\

vacant See in France, but then, as now. refused to be made bi^hoi).
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. . . .During the five years from 1864 to 1868, Pere Hyacinthe de-

livered his famous conferences at Notre Dame. . . .These discourses

exhibited a conservatism [against the innovations which actually

ADDEVM fer:.c;^ntia-

.^^

PERE HYACINTHE LOYSON.

took place in 1870] which did not fail to receive the denunciation

of ultramontanism. The Vatican itself interfered, and the Pope
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summoned the bold preacher to Rome in t868. He was ordered to

desist from speaking- on any controversial jxMnt, and to confine him-

self exclusively to those subjects upon which all Roman Catholics

were united in belief. He felt this restriction upon his preachinj^,

and more and more became the object of distrust of the Ultramon-

tane Party. He was aqain summoned to Rome for having spoken

in too liberal terms at the Peace League, but the Pope received him
with pleasant speech and sent hiiu away with his blessing, for he

was beloved by Pius IX."

His protest against the non-representation of the Greek and

Anglican communions in the Council of the Vatican convoked in

1869, caused his immediate excommunication although he still main-

tained the friendliest relations with his order. His rupture with

Rome was complete the next year when the papal infallibility was
established and he joined the Old Catholics. A few years after,

believing in the holiness of the sacrament of marriage, as well for

the priest as laymen^—on September 3, 1872, Father Hyacinthe sent

a shock throughout the entire w^orld by his marriage with Mrs.

Emilie Meriman, of New York.

Mme. Loyson belongs to the old Puritan family of Butterfield,

and her father was prominent in the educational development of the

pioneer days of Ohio. She had an unusually ascetic temperament
and at a very early age showed real literary abilitv. At eighteen

she married Captain Meriman of Ohio and lived for several years

in New York and Brooklyn. She felt restless and dissatisfied witli

Protestantism, and a }ear after her husband's death in 1867 united

with the Roman Catholic Church. From the time of her visit to

Rome in 1863 she had been greatly impressed by the ignorance of

Roman woiuen, and now set about founding a college for their

higher education. In this she had the support of women of rank

and influence in England and Russia : the Italian government offered

her money ; the City of Rome gave her the choice of a site ; the

X'atican expressed its approval, and she was offered financial aid

and the title of countess if she would accept the Pope's patronage,

but she courteously refused on the ground that as a citizen of the

United States she was a republican and needed no title. However,
her second marriage forced her to abandon the project.

"She has marked individuality, and has shown herself an extra-

ordinary co-worker with her husband. She had, indeed, given much
attention to theological reading and to the subject of Catholic re-

form before her marriage to Pere Hyacinthe. . . .Not lingering here

to speak of her intellectual, literary, and artistic talents, the reader
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will l)c interested in the speech of Pius IX concerning her: 'She is

;i thousand times more dangerous than if she had remained a Prot-

estant ; she is an Old Catholic."
"

During the year following their marriage, a son. L'aul Hya-

cinthe Lovson, \yas born to Father Hyacinthe and his wife. This

son is to-day one of the rising poets of France, and dramas that he

has written have been performed on the stage with marked success.

MMl-:. JC.M li.ll'. VAC I XI' 111-: i.()\'S()x.

Soon after his marriage, Leather 1 Ixacinthe was invited to

( leneva where he successfull}' inaugurated the ( )ld Catholic move-

ment, but, when the state tried to make a cat's-paw of him, resigned

and preached throughout luu'ope with immense success. Tn 1879.

when the Republic had become firmly established, he opened an

( )ld Catholic church in Paris, and services have been regularly main-
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laiuc'l iIktc r\(.T since. Tlu' liuiri^y is in l-'rcncli, and (.-UTL^yincn

from American and J-jiL;iish churches dl'ten assist in officialin^-. lie

l)elieves in the l^piscc)])alian tUnn ot ;.;(i\ernnienl and troni the l)e-

ginnini;" of the ni(»\-einent asked for ]*'.i)isco])al ii\n'rsi^ht irnin the

Anglican Church. Wv 18S4 this ( ialhcau church in Paris ininil)ered

over fourteen hnu(h'ed nienihers.

"Sonie i^i the diltictdlies against whicli I'ere llyacinlhe cou-

teiuled when preaching" Catliolic reform have heeii remo\ed....

With a hostile government, an opposing jiress, l)ut few friends, with

the immense power of the Roman I'hurcli against him, and intidelit\-

scotftng- ; with all this, it is not strange that i'ere llyacinlhe did

not accoiuplish more—hut that he stood! It was no small thing

to contend holdh' for these reforms: I'Jepudiation oi papal iufalli-

l)ility ; claiming the right to ha\e the I'ihle and the liturg\ in the

vernacular, and reading of the I'.ihle hy the laii\ ; \dhjntary i instead

of compulsory) confession: giving oi the crp to the laity, and free-

dom of priest to marry."'

As an i^rator, heather Ihacinthe has undeniahly held e(|ual

rank with the foremost among living sj^eakers, making a i)rofound

impression wherever he has ])reached his message of fraternity and

goodwill. His voice and maimer are especiall}' pleasing, and his

diction is perfect. To (juote again from the ahove-mentioned pam-

phlet: "Guizot said that onl_\- two Frenchmen have spoken French

in this century: l'hateau])riand and ITyacinthe: and as to his char-

acter, he is loved 1)\' even those who (litter with him. His modesty

is real and his humility rare, and ahove all is his charit)', which for-

hids him cxcv indulging in i)ersonalities—no invectives nor anath-

eiuas, onl}' the loving gospel of Christ."

The nohle and ambitious desire of heather llyaciuthe and Mme.

Lovson is not onl\- ])urification and unity within the I'.ntholic Church,

but ])rotherhoo(l and mutual sym])athetic apjjreciation among all

luonotheistic ])eoples, Jews, Moslems, and ("bristians.



A CAPRICE ON A MUSICAL THEME.

BY THE EDITOR.

MUSIC has reached its completion in Beethoven. A number of

great composers have attained the same height, but no one

as yet has risen above the master. The general rules of counter-

point and the standard as to the beauty of tone in both melody and

harmony have l:)een laid down, and unless we abandon entirely our

gamut and whatever depends upon it, the development of music has

reached its climax. It has attained to the full state of maturity as

n~iuch as, for instance, the norms of plane geometry have been set-

tled once for all in Euclid. There are composers on the same height

with Beethoven who bring out the same classical type in different

fields,—Mozart, Handel, Haydn. Schumann. Schubert, Brahms, etc.,

but they have not made new applications of the musical ideal which

seems to be determined for all the ages to come.

Mankind, however, is anxious for innovations. New genera-

tions grow up bent on doing better than their predecessors, and

when a certain perfection has been attained, the genius of the time

ventures into unknown regions and tries to construct something

quite original and novel. It was in this way that Wagner undertook

to outdo Beethoven whom, however, he still recognized as his mas-

ter, and no doubt he succeeded, at least so far as he actualized his

ideal of having the word wedded to the tone. Though Beethoven's

Fidelio remains grand not only in its music but also w^hen we con-

sider the subject-matter of his opera, we know very well how poor

were the librettos which Mozart and others of his peers had to set

to music. Wagner has done away with senseless texts forever by

creating the tone-drama, which changes the opera into a dignified

product of true art.

Richard Strauss is ensouled with a similar ambition. As Wag-

ner set to music the philosophy of Schopenhauer which inspires his

Nibelungen trilogy ending in the great Nirvana of the Twilight of
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the Gods, so also Strauss has ventured on the presentati(^n of ])hilo-

sophical subjects, and he has selected the world-conception of hVied-

rich Xietzsche.

Whatever good there is in Schopenhauer's philosophy, and we
are far from denying" him a hig-h rank among- modern thinkers, we
cannot help considering his pessimism, which in misconstruing

the LhnUlhist Xirvana greets non-existence as the ideal state, as a

symptom of degeneration. When Wagner applies this theory to

the Asa gods, whose leader Wotan sinks into nothingness with the

hope that the world-process is now forever finished, we deem it a

serious aberration, or at any rate incongruous with the character of

the vigorous and life-loving Teutonic deities.

L'nfortunately Richard Strauss" theme is more inadequate than

Wagner's, for Xietzsche is one of the most erratic thinkers of mod-
ern times. Of the music itself, we do not venture to express an

opinion because we have not been ]iresent at the performance of his

Thus spake ZarathiisJitra! and we can judge only from hearsay,

which, after all. is a very unreliable source of information upon

which to base a judgment.

We do not deny that it would be possible to express in music,

sentiments which characterize the tendencies of philosophical sys-

tems, but would prefer other themes than the \-agaries of a transient

meteor blazing up in a hery eruption, to vanish as suddenly as it

aj'/peared. Would not. for instance, a new interpretation of evolu-

ti(^n—an analogy to Haydn's Creation—haxe been a worthier theme!*

After all. when we compare the product of the classical music

of the past with the so-called music of the future, we have this strik-

ing difference : that the former yields with a few simple notes,

melodies and harmonies which appear like a divine revelation, while

the latter needs large orchestras to aft'ect our ears with massive

impressiveness. and the result is that we are stunned and over-

V. helmed rather than charmed or elevated.

Beethoven is still (at least to me) a philosopher in tones. His

sonatas are pervaded by a logical order which is like unto a revela-

tion of the harmony of the spheres. There is a consistenc\' in the

development of his motives as they pass through a series of varia-

tions such as is absent in the work of the more pretentious composers

of modern days.

If mankind must needs have something new. wh\- has there not

yet appeared a composer whose endeavor would be to construct mu-
sic based on absolutely correct mathematical relations? The devel-

opment of our gamut is a matter of history. We divide the scale ir-
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regularly into seven intervals, or, if we consider the more regular

chromatic scale, into twelve. Of these notes the octaves and the

fifth alone are the result of arithmetically accurate relations, being

ill the ratio of i to 2. The third already involves an arbitrary ele-

ment and so we have a choice between what is musically called the

major and the minor, which are ditTerent in their musical effects.

The notes between the fifth and the octave are divided in an approx-

imately equal proportion.

Now we can very well imagine that we might have another kind

of scale with different tone-relations. As a matter of fact the Chi-

nese divided their scale into five notes, so that they have an hexate

instead of our octave, and this results in a peculiarly plaintive music.

Their instrumentation would be, approximately, as if a Western

musician would limit himself to the black keys on the piano. Our

tars have become accustomed, perhaps even by hereditary influence,

to the octave system, and all our stringed and brass instruments are

u.nder the dominion of the piano interpretation of our scale. It is

true that to a Chinese ear, our music is merely a medley of noises, as

much as Chinese music is unmusical to the Western ear.

Now it wuu.ld be very curious to try a construction of other

musical svstems and see whether a purely mathematical one would

lie possible, and, if so, wdiat the result would be. If man must ven-

ture into innovations, wh\' not try an al)solutel_\' new system of music,

even if it were merely an attempt to see what can be done in these

lines? It would at least be an interesting analogy to the metageom-

etr\- of theoretical mathematics.
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riil-. IIIIKI) (( )M.\IAXI)M1':X"T."

To the Rditor of 1 Iw (i/^cii Coiirl:

I road your article entitled " 1 he lliird C'oniinandnieiu"' in the Au^ii-'t

issue, page 502, \\hich is written to show that traditiimal inler|iretati'in> nt

the Bible are in some cases unwarranted.

This assertion is f|uite true, as every ad\ance(I ]',ihle student can see.

But the instance is not well eh(~isen. for Prnfc-ssor l'att(in"s interpretation of

the Third Coniinandnient. thoutih ingenious. i> \ery luipalalahle. May we

a^isume that it is here as the Talmud has it :

Apparently the master mu-t li.ue heen f;;-t asleep when he made that

statement. 1 cannot mider>tand how a learned man can ad\ance such words.

Indeed, this instance does not prove your true assertion at all. T'or. true

that this commandment does not mean Ijlasphemy, yet it means nothing el>e

but perjury and \ erit'ication of a falselnjotl h\- an oath, a^ can ea^il\' he proven

as follows :

N-'I means "to lift," "to take," "to utter word--." iS -^- NT^ means

"to de.-ire," "to li^t." "to crave for something." e. g.,

1 )euleri m. .\.\i\ . 15.

]\Ioreo\er, we read in l'--a!ms \.\i\. 4:

It is o]i\iou- thai this means an oath to \i,-nl} a tal-i'h 1.

Mark the word 'Z'tl acconhng to the 2*72 which i- '-vi his .--oul. the

meaning of the \ er^e ( <; 1 would he: "IK- who hail no de--ire for something

which is a NV^'" (think of "~JS -"v.2 N'- 2 i . l!ul the Ma^>oi-ite> -eem to ha\ e

preferred "rT^ ion account of the i)arallel ~'2~';~ V-"-2 N"* ) as we read:.

"My soul, my being"; and *'"w'i!2, "the being of J11\"H." The words ;ire

therefore rightly tran,--lated : "lie who has not in\oked the being of JllX'li

for a N'w and has never .sworn to a ~^1,?2." A man who wrongfully wishes

for something and in order to attain his wrong desire would invoke the

""Tv2 to establish the truth of his claim, is here si)oken of as a "-"^^ N"4'*
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Finally I wish to remind you of Psalms xvi. 4. where we read:

Thus our verse will read:

: T -
I

•. •.: V V - V
I

V T ^ T •

CiL'5 X'lp^ denotes "to appoint somebody out of many, e. g.,

( Exodus xxxi. 2.)

We grant that preaching was not instituted in the days of Abraham, but

in the days of the narrator admonishing, teaching and preaching and pointing

to the Great Name was not uncommon, and therefore the narrator tells us

:

;^ ct"? xnpT '-'mn tn

(Gen. iv. 26.)

At that period the calling out of the name of JHVH came into fashion

;

in the days of Enosh yet. And that Abraham built an altar,

T : : T I.
—

Further that Abraham proclaimed the name of JHVH, seventeen gene-

rations later is not so strange. What else would one expect of a man regard-

ing whom the Lord says:

npnij ni'crr ;^ -n- •nrpa"* T'^n;:! 'i,-^^2 nNi r:p nx n.i^*;^ "1u"N 'jr:^-' rr^rT *5

T ; •

(Gen. xviii. 19.)

What more does a modern preacher say?

That preaching the Zedakah and the Mispat commenced much later,

must have been known to the narrator of Genesis, and so he uses the expres-

sion current in iiis time. Euther's translation is therefore quite commendable.

M, Geldzaeler.
Toronto, Ont.

KAPPAMANAVAPUCCHA.

(From the Sutta-Nipata
;
put into verse by E. P. Buffet.)

"Where the spreading floods are surging,"

Venerable Kappa saith,

"All the race of men submerging

—

Deluge of decay and death

—

Tell me. Sage, of some lone highland

Still above the rising main

;

Tell me, tell me of an island.

Refuge from return of pain."

"Where the spreading floods are surging.

Kappa," saith the Blessed One,

"All the race of men submerging,

By decay and death undone,

I will name an isle of saving;

Those who find it find the best;

Nothing holding, nothing craving,

They have reached the perfect rest.
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'This the Island of Nibbana;

Here decay and death expire.

Happy that serene Saniana.

Lit by Truth's illuming fire.

He hath triumphed o'er >;im^ai.i.

Calm and thoughtful are hi.^ days.

Broken is the power of Mara.

Unfrequented are his ways."

CHURCH AND ST.XTE IX FR.VNCE.

We publish in the present number an article on "France and the Vatican''

by Yves Guyot. and we wish to state that the author is one of the leading

public men of France. He spent three months in this country and is generally

known for his sober judgment and wide political experience. It is natural

for a Frenchman who is well acquainted with European institutions, to think

that the Church will lose its power as soon as it liecomes a private institrUion ;

but if he had devoted some attention to the development in the United States,

he would probably change his opinion. Religion fulfils a definite need of the

people, and in the measure that the diiferent churches minister to this need

they will prosper. We believe that the Roman Church, in spite of its many
shortcomings, is well adapted to the conditions of a large number of the in-

habitants of France, and so it is not impossible that it will be only more

powerful after its separation from the State. Separation may mean inde-

pendence and freedom. Whether or not the Clnu'ch will lose its hold on the

people, will depend entirely upon the Church govermnent. It is true that the

separation is forced upon the Vatican, but it stands entirely with the leaders

of the Church whether the separation will be a triumph or a defeat.

Editor.

CREED OR CONVICTION.

Our frontispiece is from the painting by C. Goldsborough Anderson, an

English portrait painter of considerable reputation though not yet forty years

of age. He studied art at the London Academy schools, and has had ex-

hibited at several prominent exhibitions besides the Royal Academy where

his paintings appear regularly. He has painted about fifteen hundred por-

traits including large numbers of the English nobility, and presentation pic-

tures of Cardinals Manning and Vaughan and the late Lord Salisbury.

The picture. Creed or Conviction? which we reproduce in the present

number, appeared in the Dore Gallery in London, where it met with con-

spicuous success. The artist has painted the dying man similar to Darwin

in type, to help to express the idea of intellect and breaflth of view as opposed

to the type of the High Church parson or Roman Catholic priest. The ques-

tion is raised whether at the last awful moment the convictions of the scien-

tist's life-time will be strong enough to oppose the priestly exhortations, and

thus refuse his family the consolation that would make his last act one of

hypocrisy. The figures are powerfully painted, and the conflicting emotions

in the three faces that are visible are shown with rare artistic skill, and with

a delicate perception of the finer shades of human feeling.
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ERRATUM.

To flic Editor of llic Open Court:

In ni}' article on "The Resurrection of Jesus"—printed in the April num-

ber—an error is made in a quotation. At the bottom of page iq6 the quotation

of Mark xvi. 8 should read: "And they went out, and fled from the tonil);

for trembling and astonishment had come upon them : and they said nothing to

any one; for they were afraid—." The statement that "they said nothing to

any one," which was omitted in quoting, is the real ground for my comment

(at the top of page 197) "that the writer has finished telling what they (the

women) saw." Joseph C. Allen.

BOOK REVIEWS AND NOTES.

Ethus of De.mocracv. a Series of Optimistic Essays on the Natural Laws
of Human Society. By Louis P. Post. New York and Chicago: Moody
Publishing Company. 190,3. Tp. xxiii, 374.

The author of this book, Mr. Louis E. Post, is the editor of 1 lie Public.

a weekly published in Chicago which i-^ tlic main and only exponent of the

single-tax party there. The Ijook is inscribed to the memory of Henry George

of whom the autlior wa^ a personal friend and disciple. In the Introduction,

Mr. Post characterises his book with the following words:

"The opening chapters deal with the ethics of democracy in their bearuig

upon expectations of human progress. The difference is here considered

l)etwecn spurious and genuine optimism—between that vulgar optimism which

is after all nothing but reckless indifference to social wrong-doing or wicked

love for it, and the wholesome and effective kind of optimism which abhors

and condemns what is wrong and inculcates what is right

"Out of this application of democratic ethics to idividual life there

naturally develops a consideration of democracy in business life. That in

turn brings forward for examination a variety of economic tendencies and

their governing politico-economic principles, through which the democratic

ideal lights the way. With the economics of social life grasped, tlie prol)-

lems of democratic government are easier to solve; and out of their solution

there rises a conception of patriotism the thrill of which no man can know

until lie understands that the world is liis country and all its inhabitants are

his fellow citizens.

"The concluding chapter expresses what the preceding ones suggest, the

truth that in' the moral as in the material imiverse there is a great order,

a great harmony, conformit>- to which leads mankind upward and onward.

"( )ut of that harmony the ethics of democracy are evolved. Along with

its development the victories of democracy are won."

The Psychologic.vl Elemexts of Religious E.mth. Lectures bv Charles

Carroll Everett: edited b}- Edn'ard Hale. New York: Macnnllan Co.

1902. Pj). xiii, 215.

i'rof. Charles Carroll Everett was rui unusual personality, belo\ cd and

admired not oidv bv his students, but bv his colleagues and by large numbers
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otit^idc lit inii\(,T>ily circles, lie wa-^ a favorite fiiiurc al 1iar\anl. ami when

he dieil the wish was cxiiressed to have some permanent iwonl of hi^ theo-

logical lectnrcs. Accordingly the faculty of tlie llar\ard Dixin'ty School

had recourse to notes taken hy student-^, and connnitted to I'rdt. Tulward

Hale the task of giving the material fmal sliape. 'I'lm^ the hook ]ia-~ he-

come a memorial to Dr. ]^\erett and will he welcomed hy his ma.ny friiMid-;.

R. R. Donnelle\ iS: Sons Co. of Chicago are de^er\edl\ takint,' pride in a

series of [.iih-rsiilr L'hissics. one of which i^ hein.u issued at the Lakeside

Press each Christmas. This series appears as the prote-t df its practical

puhlishers against the lahorioiis methods ant! fanciful results of estahlishments

of whate\er merit, whose aim is to produce the unusual iti any or e\ ery ])ar-

ticular, rather than the useful.

Nothing more t'l the jiulilishers" credit need he ^aid than that they have

succeeded in what they imdertnok. and that this i^ true the tasteful ami artistic

(though '"machine-made"") volume at hand hears silent testimony. .According

to the Preface of the first hook, the '^eries "aims in he readahle rather than

eccentric, plain rather than decorali\e. tasteful rallu'r than mui|ue. useful

rather than useless: withal to hold the essence of the art t.f the old masters

in hook-making, and tint to eo])_\- the mechanical shortcomings which they

themselves strove so hard to oxercome. . . . Tf in a modest way this xolume

conveys the idea that machine-made hooks are not a crime ag.iiusl art, and

that hooks may he plain hut good, ami good though not costly, its mission

has heen accomplished."

Xo suhiect could he more ai)i)ropriate to introduce the series than the

''.\utohiography c'f Benjamin Franklin," for no person made more sincere

and successful effort than the once poor printer ho_\- to take the treasures of

lihraries from the custody of the few to put them within the apiireciation of

the many. The second volume, which appeared l;ist Christmas, contains "In-

augural Addresses" from \\'ashington's to Lincoln's, and these are edited hy

Mr. John A'ance Chenev of the Xewherry Lihrary, Chicago.

C. Ropp & Sons of Chicago have puldished R^f^f^'s A',-:.' Cahuhilor (in

three styles, prices $1.50. $1.00, and $0.60) which ought to ]iro\e a wonderlul

labor-saving device. The comprehensiveness of the pur])ose it i^ to serve is

indicated on the title-page where it is said to he a short-cut arithmetic con-

taining an original and comprehensive sy>tem of tahlcs; also the essence

of arithmetic and mensuration condensed and simjililied; it i^^ to serve for

practical use, handy review, and ready reference: and is designed tor the use

of merchants, bankers, farmers, mechanics, manufacturers, miners, and

dealers in grain, stock, cotton, coal, lumber, feed. etc. On an introductory

page the following inforn.iation is given us: "In 1S6.S the author first computed

a series of Grain Tables, which i)roved deficient. Ropp's Xcw Calculator is

the result of devising and improving system after system, of spending tliou-

satids of dollars in experimenting, of m.d<ing millions of practical calcula-

tions, and of doing a vast amount of hard vigorous thinking during thirty-

five years."

The tables which are the result of this jiaiustaking effort are lhoroUi;hly

new and remodeled. The greatest imiirovenient is supposed to be in what is
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called the "Quadruplex System" which consists of the iiigeniuos use of dif-

ferent sizes of type to express in a single column exact results of calculation

for any quantity expressed in thousands, hundreds, tens, and units. To in-

spire confidence in the accuracy of their tables the publishers state that "the

manuscripts were computed and printed simultaneously by a mechanical

process, by which the absolute correctness of each calculation was infallibly

tested and verified. The composition was done, the proofs were read, com-

pared and re-read—not a page less than a docen times—with rigid and pains-

taking care, by the author and his five sons. On the strength of this, the

work is confidently submitted to the commercial world, with the firm convic-

tion that there is not a single error in any one of its many hundred thousand

miscellaneous calculations."

It is designed to be a boon to professional accountants in every field of

industry, and a protectinn to the individual patron.

Our readers will recall the name and work of the late Pratapa Chandra

Roy, the Hindu scholar and enthusiast who devoted his life to the translation

of Hindu books in order that Western nations might be instructed in the

wealth of Hindu culture, and that the English-speaking generations of his

own people, though forgetting their native tongue, might not become es-

tranged from their national classics.

At the time of his death, Mr. Roy was engaged upon the translation of

the Mahal:)harata. The necessary expense of its production was so great that

it took the last farthing of his money, as well as the last of his strength. The

concluding numbers were published by his widow at the expense of her

stridhana (personal jewelry and ornaments), and she too died shortly after

the completion of the work. The family of this sacrificing pair now consists

of a widowed daughter and her son. Their only property is a homestead

heavily encumbered, while the income from which these debts must be paid

comes from the proceeds of the remaining copies of the Mahabharata.

The grandson of Mr. Chandra Roy now writes to tell us that the sale

of the book has almost ceased, owing entirely to lack of proper advertisement.

Hence we are glad to take an opportunity to remind our readers of this trans-

lation of the great Hindu epic. The Sanskrit text may be had at two pounds

ten, and the English translation for six pounds. Scholars who are unable

to pay the full amount, however, may have the work at a somewhat reduced

figure upon a])p]ication to ]\lr. Dwijendra Chandra Roy, No. i. Raja Guru

Dass' Street. Calcutta, India.



The Study of Mental Science:
Five lectures on the Uses and Characteristics of Logic

and Psychology.
By J. Brough, Professor of Logic and Philosophy at the

University College of Wales. Aberystwith. Crown
8vo. $L00.

.. * * * (jujg book is well suited to stimulate an interest in these factors of a

liberal education, and especially among those who have to do with the training of

young minds."

—

The Dial, Chicago.

The Divine Presence:
By Martin R. Smith, author of "What I have Taught

my Children," and "The Past, the Present, and the

Future." Crown Svo. SO cts. net. By mail, 88 cts.

LONGMANS, GREEN & CO., 93 Fifth Avenue, New York

CERBERUS
THE DOG OF HADES

The Historj^ of an Idea, by
MA URICE BLOOMFIELD

Professor of Sanskrit and Comparative
Philoloj::y Johns Hopkins University

"It is a careful compilation of the singular
views of the famous mythical dos that is

guardian of the realms of the dead, as these
views have been expressed in classic art, and
in Roman, Hindoo, Persian, and other litera-
tures. The study is certainly a curiosity,
but at the same time much more than this.
It is the outworking of an idea that is found
securely lodged in the literature of many
nations." Journal of Education, Boston.

"In his interesting and suggestive little

essay Professor Bloomfield explains the two
lieads which Cerberus so frequently has in
Greek vase-paintings, and accounts step by
step for the transition from the sun and
moon as the gates of heaven to Cerberus,
the guardian of the doors of hell."

Academy, London.

Frontispiece. Boards, cloth back, 50 cents.

The Open Court Pub. Co.

1322 Wabash Avenue
Chicago

A Summer School of Philosophy
Oakland, Maine IJirch Clrntlar
For Superintendents, Principals and Teachers. H.
Wilbur, Director. (Teachers' College, higher diplo-
ma, 1900; The University of Chicago, Fellow in Educa-
tion, lit02.)

The Soul of Man
An Investigation of the

Facts of Physiological and Ex-
perimental Psychology. By
Dr. Paul Carus. Second,

Revised Edition. With an Ap-
pendix on the latest researches

in Physiology. 182 Diagrams.
Pp., 482. Price, Cloth, $1.50
t^6s.) net.

The Open Conrt Pub. Co., Chicago



A NEW IDEA
Mr. Badger begs to announce under the general title of

The Arcadian Library
A re-issue of some of the most noteworthy poetry

on his list at the uniform price of

10 Cents a Volume.
The books, which were originally jniblished at $1.00,

$1.25, and $1.50, are 12mo in size, printed on heavy antique
paper with rubricated title-pages, and bound uniformly in

heavy wrappers with paper labels.

It is Mr. Badger's belief that every lover of books and
poetry will be glad to own the entire library.

NOW READY
1. THE DANCERS. By Edith M. Thomas. Postage Sets.

The stuff of her weaving is pure literature.
^^—Chicago Record-Herald.

2. THE CONCEITS OF A GENERAL LOVER. By
Edward W. Barnard. Postage 5 cents.

One of the most delightful volumes of Jers-de-Socicte issued i» mauy a

day."—Louisville Times.

3. A REED BY THE RIVER. By Virginia Wood-
ward Cloud. Postage 3 cents.

Characterized by uncommon melody, grace of diction, imaginative

power and passion.'''—Toronto Globe.

4. MAXIMILIAN. A drama by E. L. Masters. Post-

age 5 cents.

The action is spirited, strong and clean cut, and holds firm to the

last. The characters are vigorously and .splendidly drawn. ^'— Chicago
American.

5. TANGLED IN STARS. By Ethelwyn Wetherald.
Postage 2 cents.

To its spontaneity and melody is added a dainty imagery, elevation

of t/iought and artistic form. Whether the note is cast high or low,

in major or minor key, it touches the heart.
''— Toronto Globe.

OTHER VOLUMES IN PREPARATION.

Any of these books will be forwarded on receipt of price and the postage

indicated. Stamps accei)ted. Address all orders to

RICHARD G. BADGER, Publisher, BOSTON
Who h.wfis more new poetry flian alt oflier American pithll.sliers rornhhied



'^Gire me tiof, dod, tluit Iiliiid, /ddI /(tifh in mij fninul, thuf sres no evil where

evil h; hut givi' me, O (lud, tluit siililime fnluf, f/iaf sciiiHj fi-il 1 yet, liure fditli."

My Little Book of Prayer
BY iMURIEL STllODi:

If you want to know the fjreatness of a sonl and the true mastery of Ufe, apply

to The Open Court Pul)Hshiny Company for a sHp of a book by Muriel Strode

entitled simply '* My Little Book of Prayer. "' The modern projiress of

sovereign mind and inner divinity from the narrow cell of the ascetic to the

open heaven of man, made in God's own imag:e, is triumphantly shown in it,

yet a self-abnegation and sac-rifice beyond anything that a St. I'Vancis or a

Thomas a'Kempis ever dreamed of glorifies the path. To attciuj)t to tell wliat

a treasure-trove for the struggling soul is in this little volume would be im-

possible without giving it complete, for every paragraph marks a milestone on

the higher way. That the best of all modern thought and religion is garnered

in it, its very creed proclaims:

Not one holy day but seven;
Worshiping, not at the call of a bell, l)ut at the call of my soul;

Singing, not at the baton's sway, but to the rhytinn in my heart;

Loving because I must;
Doing for the joy of it.

Some one who has "entered in" sends back to us this inspiring jjraycr book,

and to seize its spirit and walk in the light of it would still the moan and

bitterness of human lives, as the bay wreath ends the toilsome struggle in

the hero's path. INIeasure the height attained in this one reflection for the

weary army of the unsuccessful: "He is to rejoice with exceeding great joy

who plucks the fruit of his planting, but his the divine anointing who watched

and waited, and toiled, and prayed, and failed—and can yet be glad." Or
this, in exchange for the piping cries of the unfortunate: "I do not bemoan
misfortune. To me there is no misfortune. I welcome whatever comes; I go

out gladly to meet it." Cover all misfortune, too, with this master prayer:

''O God, whatever befall, spare me that supreme calamity—let no after-

bitterness settle down with me. Misfortune is not mine until that hour."

Here, too, is the triumph of the unconquerable mind: "The earth shall yet

surrender to him and the fates shall do his will who marches on, though the

promised land proved to be but a mirage and the day of dehverance was
canceled. The gods shall yet anoint him and the morning stars shall sing."

And this the true prayer for the battlefield: "I never doubt my strength to

bear whatever fate may bring, but, oh! that 1 may not go down before that

which I bring myself."

Nuggets of pure gold like these abound in this mine of the mind which the

victorious author has opened for us. To seek it out swiftly and resolve its

great wealth for himself should be the glad purpose of the elect. And who
are not the elect in the light of its large teaching? To claim them in spite of

themselves is its crowning lesson. "It is but common to believe in him who
believes in himself, but, oh! if you would do aught uncommon, believe in him

who does not believe in himself—restore the faith to him."

—

St Louis (Hohe-

Democrat, March J.

Printed on Strathmore Japan Paper, Gilt Top, Clotli, .^1. Alexis Paper, Rds. oOc Postpaid

llic Open Court Publishing Co., 1322 Wabash Ave, Chicago



The Mosher Books
New Volumes Now Ready

I

The Book of Heavenly Death, hy Walt Whitman, mth Introduction by

Horace Traiibel.

It has long been a matter of belief with Mr. Mosher that an exhaustive com-
pilation from Leaves of Grass of Whitman's utterances upon Death and
Immortality would prove a very treasurable book.
Tliese wonderfully vivifying thoughts are liere brought together by one of the "good
grey poet's" literary executors, arranged in tlieir nai;ural sequence, with Preface and
Index to facilitate reference and a noble frontispiece in Albertype from an original
and heretofore unused photograph of Whitman.
The edition is as follows: 500 copies, small quarto, (5^4 x 7^2) printed on Van Gelder
hand made paper, done up in old style dark blue boards, white label in red and black,
slide case. Price .$1.50 net. 50 copies on Japan Vellum (numbered) $3.00 net.

II

The Soul of Man Under Socialism, hy Oscar Wilde.

I doubt if it is generally known that some of the best work that has ever
been done in English in advocacy of Socialism is due to the pen of Oscar
Wilde.—And Wilde knew his economics of Socialism all right. He was not
a mere literary sentimentalist.
Hear this in The Sodl of Man : "Man up to the present time has been the slave of
machinery, and there is something tragic in the fact that as soon as men invented a
machine to do his worlv he began to starve. This is of course due to our system of
private property and the system of competition." And in the recently published De
Profcxdis this same essay is referred to in a passage of great beauty, to-wit: "I
take a keen pleasure in the reflection that long before sorrow had made my days her
own and bound me to her wheel I bad written in The Soul of Man that he who
would lead a Christ-like life must be entirely and absolutely himself, and had taken
as my types not merely the shepherd on the hillside and the prisoner in his cell, but
also the painter to whom the world is a pageant and the poet for whom the world is

a song."
This is the first American edition of The Soul of Man which can be considered
worthy of consideration as a satisfying bit of book-craft; frontispiece in two colors.
The edition is as follows : 600 copies, sq. 16mo. (5 x 6'o) printed in Chiswick Press
style on Van Gelder hand-made paper, grey wrappers, slide case. Price 75 cents net.
50 copies on Japan Vellum (numbered) $2.00 net.

Ill

Father T)amien: An Open Letter to the Reverend Doctor Hyde of Honolulu,

From Robert Louis Stevefiso?i

This large type edition fulfils a desire on the part of the publisher to put forth at a
moderate price what he can but think is a triumph in artistic book-making. The ex-
quisite Clifford portrait of Damien in his youth reproduced by Bierstadt process in
sepia as frontispiece is alone worth what is asked for the book, and must be seen to
be appreciated.
The edition is as follows: 600 copies, quarto (7 x 9) printed on Van Gelder paper
with rubricated initials, old style blue paper boards, labels in red and black, slide
case. Price $1.00 net. 50 copies on Japan Vellum (numbered) $2.00 net.

IV

The Pageant of Summer, by Richard Jefferies, with a Preface by Thomas
Coke Watkins.

A new volume in the Vest Pocket Series that will be welcomed by all who are familiar
with A Little Book of Nature Thoughts, from Richard Jefferies, which Mr. Watkins
edited with such rare skill in this same format, and now in its second edition.
Heretofore accessible only in The Brocade Series, The Pageant of Summer is now
offered a still wider public who cannot fail to appreciate such a veritable treasure
trove of literature.

Blue paper wrappers, . . 25 cents net. Limp Cloth 40 cents net.
Flexible Leather, gilt top 75 cents net. Japan Vellum Edition . . $1,00 net

All books sent postpaid and delivery guaranteed on receipt of the net price.

A complete catalogue of the Mosher Books free on request.

THOMAS B. MOSHER, Portland, Maine



The

Gods of the Egyptians
OR

Studies in Egyptian Mythology
BY

E. A. WALLIS BUDGE, M. A., Litt. D., D. Lit.

KEEPER OF THE EGYPTIAN AND ASSYRIAN ANTIQUITIES
IN THE BRITISH MUSEUM

A Description of the Egj-ptian Pantheon based upon original research; method-
ical, thorough, and tip-to-date m every respect.

It is unique, and the probabihty is that the work will soon become rare.
The original edition consisted of 1500 copies, but a disastrous fire in the bindery

destroyed 500 of them, thus limiting the edition to 1000 copies. As the color plates
were printed at great cost by lithographic process, and the drawings on the stones
immediately after destroyed, there is scarcely any probability of replacing the lost

copies by a new edition.

It is published in two volumes, containing, 988 pages, (Volume I, 548 pages;
Volume II, 440 pages), and is richly illustrated with 98 colored plates, averaging
eight impressions each, and 131 specially prepared illustrations in the text.

Two Volumes, Royal Octavo, Library Binding, Price $20.00 Net.

The author discusses the worship of spirits, demons, gods and other supernatural
beings in Egypt from the Predynastic Period to the time of the introduction of

Christianity into the countr3\ Full use has been made of the results of recent in-

vestigations and discoveries, whereby it has been found possible to elucidate a large

number of fundamental facts connected with the various stages of religious thought
in ancient EgV'pt, and to assign to them their true position chronologically. The
ancient Libyan cult of the man-god Osiris, with its doctrines of resurrection and
immortality' is described at length, and the solar cults, i. e., those of Ra, Amen,
Aten, etc., are fully treated; an interesting feature of the book will be the Chapters
on the Eg\'ptian Underworld and its inhabitants.

The Open Court Publishing Co.

1322-28 Wabash Ave., Chicago



The Open Court Mathematical Series

A Brief History of Mattiematics
By the late Dr. Karl Flnk. Translated by W. W. Beman and David Eugene Smith.

With Biographical notes and full index. 2nd edition. Pp. 345. Cloth, $1.50 net (5s. 6d. net).

Not a book of anecdotes, nor one of biography ; but a clear and brief statement of the

FACTS of mathematical history. An invaluable work for teachers of mathematics.

"This book is the best that has appeared in English. It should find a place in the library of

every teacher of mathematics."—The Inland Educator.

On the Study and Difficulties of Mattiematics
By Augustus De Morgan. With portrait, Index and Bibliographies of Modern

works on Algebra, the Philosophy of Mathematics, Pangeometry, etc. 2nd edition.

Pp. viii, 288. Cloth $1.25 net (4s. 6d. net).

"The point of view is unusual; we are confronted by a genius, who, like bis kind, shows little

heed for customary conventions. The 'shaking up' which this little work will give to the young
teacher, the stimulus and implied criticism it can furnish to the more experienced, make its possession

most desirable. This 'Mathematical Series' must be held one of the most notable achievements
The Open Court."—Michigan Alumnus, April '99.

Lectures on Mattiematics
By Joseph Louis Lagrange. With portrait and biography of Lagrange. From

the French by T. J. McCormack. Pp., 172. Cloth, $1.00 net (4s. 6d. net). 2nd ed.

" Historical and methodological remarks abound, and are so woven together with the mathemati-
cal material proper, and the whole is so vivified by the clear and almost chatty style of the author as

to give the lectures a charm for the readers not often to be found in mathematical works."—Bulletin
American Mathematical Society.

Tlie Foundations of Geometry
By David Hilbert, Ph. D., Professor of Mathematics in the University of GOt-

tingen. With many new additions still unpublished in German. Translated by

E. J. TowNSEND, Ph. D., Associate Professor of Mathematics in the University of Illi-

nois. Pp., viii +132. Cloth, $1.00 net (4s. 6d. net).

Defining the elements of geometry, points, straight lines, and planes, as abstract things. Professor

Hilbert sets up in this book a simple and complete set of independent axioms defining the mutual rela-

tions of these elements in accordance with the principles of geometry ; that is, in accordance with our

intuitions of space. The purpose and importance of the work is his systematic discussion of the rela-

tions of these axioms to one another and the bearing of each upon the logical development of the

Euclidean geometry. The most important propositions of geometry are also demonstrated and in such

a manner as to show exactly what axioms underlie and make possible the demonstration. The work
is therefore not only of mathematical importance as a contribution to the purifying of mathematics

from philosophical speculation, but is of pedagogical importance in showing the simplest and most

logical development of our analysis of space relations.
" The Open Court Publishing Company deserves praise for continuing to publish translations of

foreign scientific classics into English. . . . A widely diffused knowledge of the principles involved

in this work will do much for the logical treatment of all science and for clear thinking and clear

writing in general."—Bulletin of the Am. Math. Society.

Elementary Illustrations of the Differential and
Integral Calculus
By Augustus De Morgan. New reprint edition. With sub-headings and biblio-

graphy of English and foreign works on the Calculus. Price, cloth, $1.00 net

(4s. 6d. net).

"It aims not at helping students to cram for examinations, but to give a scientific explanation of

the rationale of these branches of mathematics. Like all that De Morgan wrote, it is accurate, clear

and philosophic."—Literary World, London.



The Open Court Mathematical Series

Mathematical Essays and Recreations
By Hkkmann Scuuhekt. Professor of MatlitMiialirs in Hamburg'. From the (icrnian

by T. J. McCoRMACK. Pp., 149. Outs, .'37. Clotb, 75c. net (3s. 6d. net).

" Professor Schubert's Essays make doliplitful roadinp. They deal, not with the clry sid<> of matli-

•matics, but with the philosophical side of that science on the one hand and its romantic side on the

other. They are admirably lucid and simple and answer questions in which every intelligent man is

interested."'—Chica>,'o Evening Post.

Geometric Exercises in Paper-Folding
By T. SuNDAKA Row, Edited and revised by \V, W. Bkman and D. E. Smith.

Pages, x+148. Cloth, $1.00 net (4s. Gd. net).

A unique work. Highly recommended by the eminent European mathematician. Prof. Klein, of

Gottingen, it should bo in the hands, not only of every special teacher of mathematics, but of every

independent student, and of everyone who gives instruction in the lower grades.

"oimply a revelation in the possibilities of paper-folding. "—Teachers' Institute, New York.
" The editors have performed a genuine service in bringing this work before our public, and in

such neat and attractive form. The twenty-six exquisite half-tone illustrations with which they have
replaced the line drawings of the original, are a decided enrichnient of the volume."—Science.

Essays on the Theory of Numbers
(1) Continuity and Irrational Numbers; (2) The Nature and Meaning of Numbers.

By Richard Dedekind. From the German by W. W. Beman. Pp., 115. Cloth, 75c.

net (3s. 6d. net).

These essays mark one of the distinct stages in the development of the theory of numbers. They
give the foundation upon which the whole science of numbers may be established. The first can be

read without any technical, philosophic or mathematical knowledge ; the second requires more power
of abstraction for its perusal, but power of a logical nature only.

" It is to be hoped that the translation will make the essays better known to English mathemati-

cians ; they are of the very first importance, and rank with the work of Weierstrass, Kronecker, and
Cantor in the same field."—Nature.

The Science of Mechanics
A Critical and Historical Account of Its Development. By Dr. Ernst Mach.

Translated from the German by Thomas J. McCormack. Second enlarged edition.

259 cuts. Pp. XX 4-605. Cloth, gilt top, marginal analyses. Exhaustive index. Price,

$2.00 net (9s. 6d. net).

This book is as much a work on philosophy as science. It takes up the subject of the develop-

ment of mechanics as a specimen of scientific development in general and siiows both the psychology

and the logic of the onward movement of human thought. The mechanism of the growth of our

ideas, the nature of the structure of science and of truth in general are here exhibited in the idainest

light.

" A remarkable work."—Nature.
' Sets forth the elements of the subject with a clearness, lucidity and force unknown in the math-

ematical text-books."—Canadian Mining and Eng. Review.

Popular Scientific Lectures
A Portrayal of the Methods and Spirit of Science. By Ernst Mack. Translated

from the German by T, J. McCormack. Third edition. Pages, 415. Cuts, 59. Cloth

gilt top, $1.50 net (7s. 6d).

Lectures on Mechanics, Sound, Light, Electricity, the Conservation of Energy, Philosophy and
Education. The thoughts of the master-minds of science are here presented in popular form by one
of its foremost living representatives.

" Truly remarkable. , . . May be fairly called rare."—Professor Henry Crow, N. W. I'niversity.
" A masterly exposition."—Scotsman, Edinburgh.
" Will please those who find the fairy tales of science more absorbing than fiction."— Pilot, Boston



species and Varieties:
Their Origin by Mutation

By Hugo de Vries
Professor of Botany in the University of Amsterdam

Edited by Daniel Trembly MacDougal, Assistant

Director of the New York Botanical Garden
xxiii4-830 pages

i^HE belief has prevailed for more than half

a century that species are changed into new
types very slowly and that thousands of

years were necessary for the development

of a new type of animal or plant. After

twenty years of arduous investigation Professor de Vries

has announced that he has found that new species originat-

ed suddenly by jumps, or by "mutations," and in conjunc-

tion with this discovery he offers an explanation of the

qualities of living organisms on the basis of the concep-

tion of unit-characters. Important modifications are also

proposed as to the conceptions of species and varieties as

well as of variability, inheritance, atavism, selection and

descent in general.

The announcement of the results in question has excited

more interest among naturalists than any publication

since the appearance of Darwin's Origin of Species, and

marks the beginning of a new epoch in the history of

evolution. Professor de Vries was invited to deliver a series

of lectures upon the subject at the University of California

during the summer of 1904, and these lectures are offered

to a public now thoroughly interested in modern ideas of

evolution.

The contents of the book include a readable and orderly

recital of the facts and details which furnish the basis for

the mutation-theory of the origin of species. All of the

more important phases of heredity and descent come in

for a clarifying treatment that renders the volume

extremely readable to the amateur as well as to the trained

biolosfist. The more reliable historical data are cited and



the results obtained by Professor de Vries in the Botanical

Garden at Amsterdam during twenty years of observations

are described.

Not the least important service rendered by Professor

de Vries in the preparation of these lectures consists in the

indication of definite specific problems that need investi-

gation, many of which may be profitably taken up by any-

one in a small garden. He has rescued the subject of

evolution from the thrall of polemics and brought it once

more within reach of the great mass of naturalists, any one

of whom may reasonably hope to contribute something

to its advancement by orderly observations.

The text of the lectures has been revised and rendered

into a form suitable for permanent record by Dr. D. T.

MacDougal who has been engaged in researches upon the

subject for several years, and who has furnished substan-

tial proof of the mutation theory of the origin of species by

his experimental investigations carried on in the New
York Botanical Gardens.

Price, postpaid $5.00 ( 21s.) net. xxiii -\- S30 pages, 8 vo., cloth, gilt top

The Open Court Publishing Company
1322 Wabash Avenue, Chicago

London: Kegan Paul, Trencli, Triibner & Co., Ltd.

J90-

Thc Open Court PubUsldng Co.

1322 Wabash Avenue, Chicago

Gentlemen:

Please enter an orderfor the undersigned for cop of

Hugo de Vries'' Species and Varieties, Their Origin by Mutation,''''

at •$5.00 per copy, for which find enclosed

for $ Address the book as follows.

•



THE JOURNAL
OF GEOGRAPHY

A/t IIIlistrated Magazine Devoted to the Interests of Teachers- of Geographij

in Elementary, Seeo)idary and in Normal Schools

EDITKD BY

RICHARD ELWOOD DODGE
Professor of Geography, Teachers College, New York City

The Joi'rnal of Geography stands for prog:ress in geog-raphy teaching. Teachers,

from the Elementary School to the University, find The Journal almost indispens-

able, if they would keep in touch with that which is best in geography teaching.

Every school library in the country should contain The Journal of Geography,
for it is not out of date at the end of the month. It is a reference volume of continued

and increasing usefulness, and many of the articles may be used for supplementary
work. Many of the subjects treated in The JoirRXAL are not available in any other form.

Subscriptions at .^1-50 a year (ten numbers) may begin with any number. Send
for a sample copy, or remit twenty-five cents for a three-months' trial subscription to

THE JOURNAL OF GEOGRAPHY
TEACHERS COLLEGE, NEW YORK CITY

Goethe and Schiller s

XENIONS
Selected and Translated by Paul Cams

I. The History of the Xenions: II. Introductory: III. Soul and World: IV. Criti-

cal and Literary: V. Satirical and Personal: VI. The Philosophers in Hades: VII.

Philosophical Problems: VIII. Science and Art: IX. Nature, Morahty and Re-
ligion: X. Notes.

"The XENIONS became very popular in Germany and are still extensively

quoted as are our "Poor Richard's" sayings in Ben Frankhn's almanack.'" —
Army 4" Navy Register.

"It was a good thought to make a comprehensive selection from these famous
critical and satirical epigrams with translations for English readers." — The

Congregat'ionalist.

"Dr. Carus has translated well and furnished a good brief Introduction." —
The Dial.

"That Mr. Carus is keenly discriminating is shown by the excellent selection

he has made, and the scholarly and at the same time vigorous and comprehensive
preface to the handsome book bears witness to his deep erudition." — iJallu Netrs.

Printed on laid paper, in album form, VII -\- 162 pages, bound in hnen paper
cover, with photogravure frontispiece of the Goethe and Schiller monument.
Price, 30 cents.

THE OPEN COURT PU15L1SHING CO.
1322 WABASH AVENUE, CHICAGO.
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CONTAINING A REPRINT OP

"The Grand Erratum," The Non-Existence of

Napoleon Proved

BY JEAN-BAPTISTE PERES, AND AN INTRODUCTION BY DR. PAUL CARUS

Price 75 Cents, Net. (3s. 6d. Net.)
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A BOOK ON COMPARATIVE FOLK-LORE

BY

MONCURE D. CONWAY
SOLOMON and SOLOMONIC LITERATURE. By Moncure D. Conway

Pp. VIII, 243. Bound in red cloth. Price $1.50 {6s). Portrays the entire evolution of

the Solomonic legend in the history of Judaism, Christianity, Hinduism, Buddhism
and Parseeism, and also in ancient and modern folk-lore, taking up for example the

legend of Solomon's ring, Solomon's seal, etc., etc.

In the development and spread of that vast body of universal folk-

lore known as the Solomonic legends, Mr. Conway believes that there are

two distinct streams of evolution; one issuing from the wisdom books of

the Bible, the other from law books. These two streams "are clearly

traceable in their collisions, their periods of parallelism, and their conver-

gence,—where, however, their respective inspirations continue dis-

tinguishable, like the waters of the Missouri and the Mississippi after they

flow between the same banks," He continues: "The present essays by

no means claim to have fully traced these lines of evolution, but aim at

their indication. The only critique to which it pretends is literary. The

studies and experiences of many years have left me without any bias con-

cerning the contents of the Bible, or any belief, ethical or religious, that

that can be affected by the fate of any scripture under the higher or other

criticism. But my interest in Biblical literature has increased with the

preception of its composite character ethnically. I believe that I have

made a few discoveries in it; and a volume adopted as an educational

textbook requires every ray of light which any man feels able to contri-

bute to its interpretation."

"A thoughful, interesting and scholarly study."—Pittsburgh Times.

"Full of curious lore."—Manchester Guardian.

"Mr, Conway's book on Solomonic literature is precisely such a work as we should

expect from the author of 'Sacred Anthology.' The logic is everywhere blazed with the

poetry of Mr. Conway's nature. There are frequent passages of great eloquence.—Unity

The Open Court Publishing Co.
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10 Cents Per Cop/* $1.00 Per Year "

THe Open Court
An Illustrated Monthly Magazine

Devoted to the Science of Religion, The Religion of Science

A" and the Extension of the Religious Parliament Idea. ^
Science is slowly but surely transforming the world. Science is knowledge

verified ; it is Truth proved ; and Truth will always conquer in the end. The
power of Science is irresistible. Science is the still small voice ; it is not profane,

it is sacred ; it is not human, it is superhuman ; Science is a divine revelation.

Convinced of the religious significance of Science, The Open Court believes

that there is a holiness in scientific truth which is not as yet recognised in its full

significance either by scientists or religious leaders. The scientific spirit, if it

but be a genuine devotion to Truth, contains a remedy for many ills; it leads the

way of conservative progress and comes not to destroy but to fulfil.

The Open Court on the one hand is devoted to the Science of J^e/igion ; it

investigates the religious problems in the domain of philosophy, psycholog}', and
histor}^ ; and on the other hand advocates the Religion of Science. It belie\-es

that Science can work out a reform within the Churches that will preserve of

religion all that is true, and good, and wholesome.

50 Cents per copy" $2.00 per Year

THE MONIST
The Motiist is a Quarterly Magazine, devoted to the Philosophy of Science.

Each copy contains 160 pages; original articles, correspondence from foreign

countries, discussions, and book reviews.

The Moriist Advocates iHe
Philosophy of Science j^

which is an application of the scientific method to philosophy.

The old philosophical systems were mere air-castles (constructions of abstract

theories,) built in the realm of pure thought. The Philosophy of Science is a
systematisation of positive facts ; it takes experience as its foundation, and uses

the systematised formal relations of experience (mathematics, logic, etc.) as its

method. It is opposed on the one hand to the dogmatism of groundless a priori

assumptions, and on the other hand to the scepticism of negation which finds

expression in the agnostic tendencies of to-day.

Monism Means a Unitary >Vorld-Conception
There may be different aspects and even contrasts, diverse views and oppo-

site standpoints, but there can never be contradiction in truth.

Monism is not a one-substance theor^^ be it materialistic or spiritualistic or

agnostic ; it means simply and solely consistency.

All truths form one consistent system, and any dualism of irreconcilable

statements indicates that there is a problem to be solved ; there must be fault

somewhere either in our reasoning or in our knowledge of facts. Science always
implies Monism, i. e., a unitary world conception.

Illustrated Catalogue and sample copies free.

E6c Open Cotirt Publishing; Co.
1322 Waba.sh Avenue, Chicago



Two New Books by Prof. Starr

Readings From Modern Mexican Authors
By Frederick Starr, of the University of Chicago. Pages 422, profusely

illustrated, cloth, price $1.25 net.

"The scheme of this book is unique and the range extensive. The author
enters every field of Mexican literary work, introducing us to writers on geographi-

cal, historical, biographical, literary, and dramatic subjects; in fact, covering the

whole field of literary life in Mexico. The excerpts from the works of the various

authors discussed are such that the idea gained is exact and comprehensive."
—Public Opinion, New York.

"It is Mexico in life, thought and coloring."

—

Boston Herald.

"Perhaps nothing is more noticeable in these selections than the power of

vivid description and graphic, not to say sensational, narrative."—Chicago Evening Post.

"It is a volume that will introduce most American readors into a new and
interesting field."

—

Boston Courier.

"It is a strange fact that the mass of our people know less of our next door
neighbors than of almost any one of the European peoples and know next to nothing
of their men of letters."

—

Chicago Chronicle.

The Ainu Group at the St. Louis Exposition
By Frederick Starr of the University of Chicago. Pages iv-118, many

illustrations, boards. Price 75c net (Ss. (3d. net)

"The Ainu are the aboriginal population of Japan, standing to the Japanese as

our Indians do tc us. They differ from the Japanese in physical type, in character
in language, in life profoundly. The "Hairy Ainu" as they are often called, are
people of light skin, wavy hair, hairy bodies, heavy beards, horizontal eyes, Cauca-
sian features—in other words they are whites. Here we have an ancient white
race of Eastern Asia, losing ground and failing in life's struggle before a more ag-

gressive, active and vital yellow race. The thought is one of startling interest and
significance. The customs and life or this curious people, unlike anything else that is

generally known^ their houses, dress, customs, bear feast, religious practices, are

all touched upon in Prof. Starr's book. While apparently a book of the moment, it

has permanent value and interest."

"Altho the book is neither large nor profound, anything is of interest concerning
the obscure family of the white- race which has fallen a victim to the "Yellow
Peril."

—

The lyidejjendent.

"For one thing he hao the courage to impeach the reliability of A. Henry
Savage-Laudor whose romancing is swallowed by so many Americans without even
the saving grain of salt. The book is profusely illustrated, text and pictures being in

strict accord, which does not always happen."

—

The Advance, Chicago.

"His experience in such work and his trained scientific powers make it of more
value than might be imagined from its small compass and the short time devoted to

gathering the material. He hazards no generalizations and confines himself almost
entirely to a record of actual observations."

—

Public Opinion, New York.

''A valuable contribution to the literature of comparative ethnology, well

illustrated from many photographs."

—

The Outlook.

"It is of inestimable value that the story has been so well told, and is so beauti-
fully illustrated."

—

Journal of Education.

The Open Court Publishing Company, 1322 Wabash Avenue, Chicago



The Mysteries of Mithra

JUST PUBLISHED.

History of Their Origin, Their Dissemination and Influence in the Roman Empire,

Their Doctrines and Liturgy, Their Striiggle zvith Christianity, Mithraic Art, etc. By
FRANZ CUMONT, Professor in the University of Ghent, Belgium. Translated by

THOMAS J. McCORMACK. With £o illustrations and a map of the Roman Em,pire.

Pp., circa 2^0. Price, $i.Jo net (6s. 6d.J. This zvork is a sketch of one of the most

important but historically most neglected religious movements of the Roman Em.pire.

MithraisTU zuas the rival of Christianity, and greatly resembled the latter religion. 7he

story of the struggle betzveen the tvuo creeds, here told in its etitirety for the first time, is

unmatched in its thrilling interest.

Professor Cum,ont zvent to great expense and trouble in the preparation of the re-

searches of zuhich this tuork is a summary. It represents years of labor and travel and
throvjs an entirely nezu light on the interesting life of the Romati zvorld in the first cen-

turies of the Christian era.

The Open Court Publishing Company, Chicago

1322 Wabash Ave.

LONDON: Kegan Paul, Trench, Triibner dr* Co.

BUDDHISMPER YEAR ll I I j I j I I I .1 VI PER COPY

AN ILLUSTRATED QUARTERLY REVIEW
EDITED BY

BHIKKHU ANANDA METTEYA

The first number, which appeared in September, 1903, contains con-

tributions from such world-famous Buddhist scholars and sympathisers as

Sir Edwin Arnold, Dr. Giuseppe de Lorenzo, Prof. Rhys Davids, and Dr.

Karl E. Neumann, together with articles by noted native Oriental savants.

Address inquiries to Rev. Kextok Hori, honorary member, 807 Polk

Street. San Francisco, Cal. For subscriptions, address the society at Ran-

goon, as given below.

Buddhism is the official organ of

THE INTERNATIONAL BUDDHIST SOCIETY
HEADQUARTERS, i PAGODA ROAD, RANGOON, BURMA
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NEW EDITIONS IN THE
Religion of Science Library

The Nature of the State
By Dr. Paul Carus, second edition, 6^ pages, price 20 cents.

"Dr. Paul Carus has issued a second edition of his pamphlet on 'The Nature
of the State.' In the various chapters he treats of sociological and statecraft
problems, such as 'The State a Product of Natural Growth,' 'The Modern State,'

'The Kight to Revolution,' 'Treason and Reform.' This is a thoughful little work,
one that will be read with interest by the philosophically inclined. The author's
dictum on treason and revolution is interesting. He says treason exists for the
purpose of tearing down without any high aim in view; revolution he defines as
overturning the existing order of things for the purpose of putting into effect a
higher moral concept. Much that the world calls treason the writer classifies as
revolution and he defends the right of the people to revolt."

—

Los Angeles Exjji-ess.

''Dr. Paul Carus has also reprinted his 'Nature of the State,' which originally
appeared in 1894, at the time that various strikes drew attention to the fundamental
principles challenged both by the union and by anarchy. It is an application of
Bluntchli's view of the state and embalms the inaccurate story in regard to Ben-
detti's insult to the Emperor William, then King of Prussia, which Bismarck set
afloat for his own purposes, but which survives in spite of repeated contradictions
by Bendetti and everyone else concerned. Until Bismarck's statement of the affair

appeared the old King never knew he had been insulted."

—

Philadelphia Press.

"
' The Nature of the State,' by Dr. Paul Carus, is a publication. No. 7, in the

Religion of Science Library, that aims to describe the nature and the development
of the State; and a correct comprehension of many leading problems is herewith
offered in this author's well known introspective and masterly style."

—

Boston
Courier.

"The purpose of the little work is to explain the nature of the state and also of
corporations and their relations to each other.

—

Boston Herald.

"The matter is of vital interest at the present moment."

—

The Toledo Blade.

Kant and Spencer
By Dr. Paul Carus, paper, second edition, lO^ pages, price 20 cents.

" It is one of the many analyses of Spencer's failure ever to understand some of
the subjects to which he devoted his life."

—

Philadelphia Press.

Fundamental Problems
By Dr. Paul Carus, third edition, pages 373, cloth, price Si. 50.

"Dr. Paul Carus has done a useful service, both to his many readers and those
that are interested, not merely in systematic thought but in systematic discussion,
by gathering into a single volume 'Fundamental Problems.' "

"The work deserves the second edition which it has just received, and will

furnish any one with summer reading of an agreeable and stimulating character."

—

Philadelphia Press.

"This celebrated book, whose sub-title is a 'Method of Philosophy as a Sy.ste-

matic Arrangement of Knowledge,' has passed into a third edition. It is too well
known to students of Philosophy to call for further mention."

—

Cumberland Pres-
byterian.

The Open Court Publishing Company, 1322 Wabash Avenue, Chicago



The Religion of Science Library
The Cheapest Books in Science, Philosophy, and Psychology Now Publishing in

America, High Grade Paper. Large Print. Thread-sewed. These booke are

not reprints of obsolete works, but reproductions of standard treatises in all
departments; Scientific and Philosophical Classics, etc. Postage extra— 15o.

books, 4c.; 25c. books, 6c.; 50c. books, 10c.

No.
1 The Keligion of Science. By Paul Cams. 25 cents. Is. 6d.

2 Three Introductory I.ectnre8 on the Science of Thought. By F. Max Mueller. 25c. Is. 6d.

3 Three Lectores on the Science of Language. By F. Max Mueller. 25 cents. Is. 6d.

4 The Diseases of Personality. By Th. Ribot. 25 cents. Is. 6d.

5 The Psychology of Attention. By Th. Ribot. 25 cents. Is. 6d.

6 The Psychic Life of Micro-Organisms. By Alfred Binet. 25 cents. Is. 6d.

7 The Nature of the State. By Paul Cams. 15 cents. 9d.

8 On Double Consciousness. By Alfred Binet. 15 cents. 9d.

9 Fundamental Problems. By Paul Cams. Pages, 373. 50 cents. 2s. 6d.

10 The Diseases of the Will. By Th. Ribot. 25 cents. Is. 6d.

11 The Origin of Language, and The Logos Theory. By Lndwig Noire. 15 cents. 9d.

12 The Free Trade Struggle in England. By Gen. M. M. Trumbull. 25 cents. Is. 6d.

13 Wheelbarrow on the Labor Question. By Gen. M. M. Trumbull. 85 cents. 2s.

14 The Gospel of Buddha. By Paul Cams. 35 cents. 2s.

15 Primer of Philosophy. By Paul Cams. 25 cents. Is. 6d.

16 On Memory, and The Specific Energies of the Nervous System. By Prof. Ewald
Hering. 15 cents. 9d.

17 The Kedemption of the Brahman. A novel. By R. Qarbe. 25 cents. Is. 6d.

18 An Examination of Weismannism. By G. J. Romanes. 35 cents.

19 On Germinal Selection. By August Weismann. 25 cents. Is. 6d.

20 Lovers Three Thousand Years Ago. By T. A. Goodwin. Out of Print.

21 Popular Scientific Lectures. By Ernst Mach. 50 cents. 2s. 6d.

22 Ancient India: Its Language and Religions. By H. Oldenberg. 25 cents. Is. 6d.

23 The Prophets of Israel. By C. H. Cornill. 25 cents. Is. 6d.

24 Homilies of Science. By Paul Carus. 35 cents. 2s. (Out of print. For cloth edition, see p. 28)

25 Thoughts on Religion. By G. J. Romanes. 50 cents. 2s. 6d.

26 Philosophy of Ancient India. By Richard Garbe. 25 cents. Is. 6d.

27 Martin Luther. By Gustav Freytag. 25 cents. Is. 6d.

28 English Secularism. By George Jacob Holyoake. 25 cents. Is. 6d.

29 On Orthogenesis. By Th. Eimer. 25 cents. Is. 6d.

30 Chinese Philosophy. By Paul Carus. 25 cents. Is. 6d.

31 The Lost Manuscript. By Gustav Freytag. 60 cents. 3s.

32 A Mechanico-Physiological Theory of Organic Evolution. By Carl von Naegeli. 15c. 9d.

33 Chinese Fiction. By the Rev. George T. Candlin. 15 cents. 9d.

34 Mathematical Essays and Recreations. By H. Schubert. 25 cents. Is 6d.

35 Tlie Ethical Problem. By Paul Carus. 50 cents. 2s. 6d.

36 Buddhism and Its Christian Critics. By Paul Carus. 50 cents. 2s. 6d.

37 Psychology for Beginners. By H. M. Stanley. 20 cents. Is.

38 Discourse on Method. By Rene Descartes. 25 cents. Is. 6d.

39 The Dawn of a New Religious Era. By Paul Cams. 15 cents. 9d.

40 Kant and Spencer. By Paul Carus. 20 cents. Is.

41 The Soul of Man. By Paul Carus. 75 cents. 3s. 6d.

42 World's Congress Addresses. By C. C. Bonney. 15 cents. 9d.

43 The Gospel According to Darwin. By Woods Hutchinson. 50 cents. 2s. 6d.

44 Whence and Whither. By Paul Carus. 25 cents. Is. 6d.

45 Enquiry Concerning the Human Understanding. By David Hume. 25 cents. Is. 6d.

46 Enquiry Concerning the Principles of Morals. By David Hume. 25 cents. Is. 6d.

47 The Psychology of Reasoning. By Alfred Binet. 25 cents. Is. 6d.

48 Treatise Concerning the Principles of Human Knowledge. By George Berkeley.

49 Three Dialogues Between Hylas and Philonous. By George Berkeley. 25 cents. Is 6d.

50 Public Worship: A Study in the Psychology of BeUgion. By John P. Hylan, 25c. Is. 6d.

51 Descartes' Meditations, with selections from the Principles. 35 cents. 2s.

52 Leibniz's Metaphysics, Correspondence, Monadology. 50 cents. 2s. 6d.

53 Kant's Prolegomena. 50 cents. 2s. 6d.

54 St. Anselm's Proslogium, Monologium, an Appendix in Behalf of the Fool, by
Gaunilon, and Cur Deus Homo. 50 cents. 2s. 6d.

65 The Canon of Reason and Virtue (Lao-Tze's Tao Teh King). Translated into English

from the Chinese by Dr. Paul Carus. Separate reprint from the translator's larger

work. Pp. 47. Paper, 25 cents. Is. 6d.

56 Ants and Some Other Insects. By Dr. August Forel. 50 cents. 2s. 6d.

57 The Metaphysical System of Hobbes. By Mary Whiton Calkins. 40 cents. 2s.

58 Locke's Essays Concerning Human Understanding. Books II and IV. (With omissions.;

By Mary Whiton Calkins. 50 cents. 2s. 6d.
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